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INTRODUCTION

In this thesis experiments are described concerning the infLuence of hydrostatic pressure on the lifetime of electrons and
holes injected by light pulses in germanium filaments. This lifetime is determined from the decay time of photo-conductivity and
can give information about the diffusion coefficients of electrons and holes and about the process of recombination.
This last phenomenon is especially interesting because,
particularly in germanium, it allows for a studv of the properties of built-in impurities and crystal defects which, in this
context, are called recombination centres. Localized levels are
produced by these centres in the forbidden energy gap, by which
the recombination of an electron and a hole can proceed in a twostep mechanism.
During the last twenty years many articles have been
published about the position of these levels as they are introduced by a great variety of centres. Apart from the energy level
position the rate of recombination depends also on the capture
cross sections of these centres for electrons and holes.
Although extensive studies have been made on the influence
of pressure on many semiconductor properties the recombination
process seems to be an exception. The whole literature on the
subject in germanium consists of a few short notes and two articles of more recent date (1969). A description of this older work
in which the origin of the recombination centres remained unknown
is given in Chapter I of this thesis.
The principle aim of the present work was to investigate in
what way tne influence of pressure on a well defined recombination process can be studied. To accomplish this it is necessary
to introduce centres deliberately into the material. Foreign
elements like copper or gold, the recombination properties of
which have been studied in detail, can be introduced by diffusion
at elevated temperatures. A disadvantage of this method however
is that the accompanying thermal treatment can introduce centres
itself. Therefore a cold method was chosen namely the introduction of centres by y-irradiation at room temperature. From a
comparison of the lifetime before and after irradiation the contribution of yinduced centres alone can be inferred with a
reasonable certainty.
The fundamental problem in the measurement of the proper
conductivity decay time is the adequate separation of bulk and
surface contributions to the time constant. A much used method is
to employ thick samples and to make the surface contributions
small by etching. However, during the initial stages of the experiment this method turned out to be unsuitable for pressure

measurements. Through the influence of the pressurizing gas the
surface properties behave in an unstable way resulting in irreproducibility of the measurements. Therefore all relevant results
given in this thesis wore obtained in samples with rough faces,
in which the surface contributes considerably to the rate of
decay of the injected carriers. The consequence of this is that
the tima constant is not only determined by recombination in the
bulk material but also by the diffusion coefficients of electrons
and holas. In samples with long bulk lifetime the time constant
of decay depends almost exclusively on diffusion. This opens a
possibility of checking the reliability of the results as the
change of these diffusion constants is known from literature. For
this reason considerable attention was paid to the diffusion
constants in n- and p-type germanium and their change under
pressure.
In order to achieve the above mentioned program of measurements an optical pressure vessel was designed which allowed for a
hydrostatic pressure variation of 3000 bar. The required photo
signals were produced by light pulses of a few microsecond duration from a Xenon flash tube, thrown on the sample located inside
the vessel. As the photoconductivity decay signals are small and
subject to electrical noise a> sampling technique has been used
for improvement of the signal-to-noise ratio.
In Chapter I a short description is given of the properties
of non-equilibrium carriers in semiconductors followed by a
survey of other work on the influence of pressure on lifetime and
some closely related phenomena.
In Chapter II some aspects of statistical recombination
theory are treated. The special case of two independent recombination centres is worked out in detail as the recombination in yirradiated germanium is governed by such a system.
In Chapter III the experimental apparatus and sample preparation is described with details concerning the pressure vessel
and the electronic equipment. A description of an analog circuit
especially devised for the measurement of the time constant of
exponential signals is given.
In Chapter IV the continuity equations which describe the
flow of charge carriers in a semiconductor filament are solved
followed by a discussion on the separation of bulk and surface
contribution to the lifetime.
Chapter V contains the results of diffusion constant and
lifetime measurements under pressure in germanium at various
temperatures.
In Chapter VI the diffusion constant measurements are analyzed and compared with the existing data for germanium. The
bulk lifetime in the y-irradiated samples is interpreted in terms
of the two-level recombination theory. For one of the levels a
large pressure effect has been found and a possible explanation
for this is suggested.

CHAPTER I
REVIEW OF THE INFLUENCE OF PRESSURE ON THE PROPERTIES
OF NON-EQUILIBRIUM CARRIERS IN SEMICONDUCTORS

1
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Introduction

The study of the behaviour of excess holes and electrons in
semiconductors/ particularly in germanium and silicon, started
about 1950. An incentive for development of this new field was
found in the way of operation of the at that time newly developed
transistors and diodes, which consisted of a combination of
materials of different charge carrier type. The characteristics
of these devices were found to depend on the so called lifetime,
which is defined as the average time of existence of for instance
an excess quantity of electrons in a material in which the main
conductivity is determined by holes (a p-type semiconductor). In
that situation the electrons are called minority carriers, the
holes majority carriers. The same applies when excess holes are
present in an n-type semiconductor.
As the lifetimes, observed in the first experiments with
germanium and silicon,were found to be in the microsecond region
it was soon understood that the energy release associated with
the recombination could not be strictly radiative in these materials. The direct radiative recombination process in which a
photon is emitted would give a lifetime of a few tenths of a
second according to theoretical calculations1'2). The emitted radiation can be reabsorbed in part to create electrons and holes.
This means that the lifetime is apparently increased so the observed value would be still greater than the one expected from
theory. The lifetimes actually measured in germanium and silicon
are at the most of the order of a few milliseconds. Furthermore
it appears that a great variation in lifetime can be observed in
samples which have the same electrical properties so it must be
concluded that some kind of imperfection of the crystal lattice
must play the dominant role in recombination. These imperfections,
which can be any kind of deviation from ideal periodicity of the
lattice, are called recombination centres or flaws. They introduce localized energy levels in the forbidden gap, which provide
an intermediate step for recombination. Examples of these recombination centres are foreign atoms e.g. Cu or Au but also crystal
defects such as point defects and dislocations. The two recombination processes mentioned above are given in a diagram in
Fig.1-1.
The first statistical treatment of the phenomenon of recom-

bination was published by Shockley and
Read3) in 1952. They based their theory on
a model with localized levels of one kind
without giving suggestions concerning the
actual physical processes involved. The
unknown parameters of their theory are the
electron and hole capture cross-sections
of the flaw in question. This theory was
more elaborately treated by Shockley in
19581*). An extensive discussion of this
type of theory will be given in Chapter II,
in"which also expressions are derived for
a system with more than one kind of
localized level. The SR theory gave the
impetus to more fundamental research of
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Fig.1.1. Recombination mechanisms.
(a) Direct recombination.
(b) Recombination through a localized level.

the recombination process going beyond the interest in characteristics of device materials. Review articles treating the work
until 1958 were written by Many and Brays) and Bemski 6 ).
The way in which the energy of recombining electron-hole
pairs is carried away in the SR model is not completely clear. A
phonon cascade process has been proposed in which an electron
descends a ladder of excited states, emitting a phonon or two at
each step and disposing in this way of a total energy of about
0.3 eV before falling into the ground state of the recombination
centre. This cascade process would have a greater probability
than a process in which many photons are emitted at the same
time.
Tha recombination phenomenon has been studied in a great
number of semiconductor materials under greatly differing experimental conditions. Physical evidence has been found for a
variety of other mechanisms of energy exchange during the recombination involving almost all types of elementary excitations
which may exist in a solid. During the last years two extensive
review articles about recombination mechanisms7) and nonradiative transitions in solids8) have been published.
1•2

General properties of excess carriers in semiconductors

When excess carriers are generated by external means such as
injecting contacts or illumination they will be subjected to
various influences which will tend to change their position and
concentration. Apart from the already mentioned recombination
process concentration gradients will cause diffusion and, if an
electric field is present, it will introduce drift of the
carriers. At the surface of the semiconductor there exist physical circumstances different from those in the bulk by which the
carriers disappear at another rate. They also possibly have another electrical mobility compared to that in the bulk of the
material. Under proper experimental conditions the characteristic properties of the non-equilibrium carriers such as drift

mobility, diffusion constant, diffusion length and lifetime can
be studied in the bulk as well as at the surface of the semiconductor. The main experimental difficulty is often the separation of the contribution of bulk and surface in the measured
quantity. Attention will be paid to this problem in Chapter IV
for the specific case of lifetime measurements.
The principal experimental method in the study of nonequilibrium properties of semiconductors is based on the determination of excess conductivity under steady state or transient
conditions. One important parameter, the drift mobility of excess
carriers has been studied extensively in the past few decades by
the measurement of the transit time between an injector and collector electrode. This experiment, the so-called Haynes-Shockley
drift mobility experiment, has some relation to the measurement
of lifetime as the time constant in the latter is also determined
by the diffusion constant. This quantity is related to the mobility by the Einstein relation which, in the case of n-type material, reads
kT
k being Boltzmann's constant, T is the absolute temperature and e
is the electronic charge.
One important feature of the excess carriers is that, due to
the condition of charge neutrality their concentrations must be
equal. However this is not always true for the part that contributes to the conductivity, for the net fall-in rates into the recombination levels may be different resulting in an inequality in
free carrier concentration.
When the generating source has been removed the electron and
hole lifetimes xn and x p can be defined as follows

J_ - - _L l _ ^
Tn "

An 3t

" An

iME!!
Tp

Ap it

(1-3)
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where U n ,U p are respectively the net rates of decay of electrons
and holes per unit volume; An,Ap are the corresponding concentrations of free non-equilibrium electrons and holes. When An and Ap
are not equal the occupation of the localized recombination levels
must also have changed; in this situation one of the carriers is
said to be "trapped". When however, the free excess carrier concentrations remain equal (for instance when the concentration of
recombination levels is small) the electron and hole lifetimes
are also equal and the process is described by one common lifetime, which in general is concentration dependent. Often the
expression "minority carrier lifetime" is used when n» p or p» n
and the deviation from equilibrium is small enough to assume
Tn,tp to be constant and equal. In that case the decay in time is
exponential.
It can be remarked that under steady state conditions the
lifetimes can still be defined by the last part of (1-2) and (1-3)

In that case U n and U are equal. Thia definition is used in the
statistical recombination theory which will be surveyed in
Chapter II.
1.3

Survey of high pressure research on non-equilibrium
carriers in germanium and silicon

The pioperties of many semiconductors have been studied
under hydrostatic or uniaxial pressure. A general review of this
subject up to 196 3 was given by Paul, and Warschauer"1) while a
more specialized review on germanium and silicon by Paul and
Brooks ) also appeared in the same year. Up to that time very
little high pressure work on non-equilibrium carriers had been
performed, the main concern being the study of band structure
variation with pressure by means of conduction and optical absorption measurements. The study of excess carriers remained
restricted to work on p-n junctions which could yield a value for
the pressure variation of t.'ie bandgap and to drift mobility
measurements set up to support the explanation of the conductivity change under pressure. Drift mobility and diffusion constant in a semiconductor are closely related quantitios. So a
short account of these experiments, in which also appears the
question concerning lifetime change under pressure, is given
here.
The conductivity change under pressure is caused by the
different relative shifts of the three types of conduction band
minima with respect to the valence band maximum. Referring to
the well-known band structure of germanium (see for instance
C. Kittel, Solid State Physics p.317) the six equivalent (100)
minima hardly change their position at 0.86 eV above the valence
band but the (000) minimum, lying 0.06 eV below moves up at a
rate of 1.3*10~s eVbar"1. The four equivalent (111) minima lying
at the edge of the Brillouin zone at 0.2 eV below the (100)
minima, move up at a rate of 5.4xio~6 eVbar" 1 . At a pressure of
about 35 kbar the (111) and (100) minima have the same energy and
the behaviour of the conduction electrons can be described by the
properties of both minima. Also a new scattering process called
"interband" scattering becomes important as there is little
energy needed to transfer the electrons between the different
minima.
With the change in carrier concentration resulting from the
widening gap and the mobility variation with pressure the conductivity change could be explained. In extrinsic material the
mobility alone is responsible for the increase in resistivity. A
minimum in the mobility versus pressure near the cross-over point
of the (111) and (100) minima should cause a maximum in the resistivity which has been observed in quasi-hydrostatic experiments at about 50 kbar. To exclude other possibilities of a change
in the resistivity, such as impurity deionisation, Smith 11 ) and
independently Landwehr12) measured the drift velocity of an
injected group of minority carriers swept along a semiconductor
rod by a constant electric field, an experiment introduced by
Haynes and Shockley13). As in this way the carrier mobilities are
measured directly it could be shown that the pressure variation

of the resistivity in extrinsic material could be explained by
the mobility change alone.
Smith1 ) discussed another remaining possibility for influencing the mobility by applying pressure namely increase of
trapping by which the carriers would be retarded in the electric
field. This effect could be at ^ast partially responsible for
the observed mobility change: tne hole mobility increases about
2% .p to 10 kbar, the electron nvobility decreases 5% in this
region but above 15 kbar much more rapidly. However at equal
transit-times between emitter and collector contacts the height
of the arriving pulse remained equal, which indicated that no
large increase in carrier lifetime occurs in the region where the
mobility changes rapidly. Smith himself did not try to measure
the lifetime directly, but Landwehr (loc.cit.), concurrently
engaged in the same experiment, thereby obtaining the same values
as Smith, also investigated the decay of the injected carriers
with a double pu.'.se method. He restricted his measurements to ptype Ge, etched with CP., , and found curves with maxima in the
region from 2 to 6 kbar. The results did not reproduce however:
hysteresis effects were observed and after applying high pressure
several times the measured lifetime had decreased from 60 to
40 us after which it showed only a weak pressure dependence.
Landwehr attributed these changes in part to surface effects.
The fact that nothing was knovm about the influence of pressure on the lifetime had also influenced the accuracy of the
older results obtained with p-n junction experiments under pressure * *) in which the junctions were selected in order to display
the correct characteristics as given by (1-4) below. From these
junction experiments the pressure dependence of the bandgap was
determined by using the usual relation for t'le current density
J

=

valid for low applied bias V. Nc,NV are the effective densities
of state for conduction and valence band; Lp,Ln are the diffusion
lengths of holes at the n-side of the junction and electrons at
the p-side; p o ,n Q .are the equilibrium densities of holes, electrons at the p,n-sides of the junction. The diffusion length is
correlated to the lifetime by
L| = Dpx ,

(1-5)

in which T is the hole lifetime at the n-side of the junction;
similarly for the electrons. The pressure dependence of Lj, ,L^
was neglected in the calculation of the pressure coefficient of
the energy gap, which was found to be 4.5*10~5 eVbar"1. This can
be considered a reasonable result when in retrospect a comparison
is made with the more recent value of 5.0*10~6 eVbar"1 of
Jayaraman et a l . 1 * ) , who performed the same experiment up to
40 kbar. In the last work a possible pressure dependence of 1^
and Lp is also not taken into consideration although the measurements of Sorlin 15 ) could have been referred to, who deduced the
pressure dependence of lifetime from the variation in base
current in an alloyed junction germanium transistor keeping the

emitter current constant. In his observation the lifetime decreased linearly from 30 to 27.5 VJS in the pressure region up to
4000 bar. A pressure dependence of this magnitude would give a
correction of about +0.2 eVbar"1 in the junction experiment. The
work of Sorlin is not mentioned in the review articles by Paul,
possibly because he gives very few details about his experimental
technique.
The interpretation of the influence of uniaxial and local
pressure on p-n junction characteristics was affected in the same
way by the fact that lifetime changes were unknown. Those experiments were performed because of possible applications in the
field of pressure transducers but they also provided a way of
studying bandstructure changes. An application of uniaxial pressure in the (111) direction causes a decrease of the energy of
the associated minimum as 6Eg/6P = -8*10~ 6 eVbar"' while the
energy of the three equivalent minima increases.
The question remained open for some time whether the pressure change of the forbidden gap width or, alternatively, changes
in lifetime by introduction of new centres could be the explanation for the observed change in forward and reverse currents
under uniaxial pressure. A theoretical model was developed by
Wortman et al. ) based on the t'irst possibility. On the other
hand Matukura and Miura 17 ) observed a large effect of stress on
lifetime in a 24 ohmcm Ge crystal, using the photoconductivity
decay method. With stress in the (100) direction the lifetime
decreased from 250 us without stress to 30 us at 10 kbar. These
values were obtained after correction for the surface lifetime
which was assumed not to change under stress. They did not explain whether the introduction of recombination centres or a
change in their basic properties was responsible for such a large
change.
Bulthuis18) applied high localized pressure to p-n junctions.
With the aid of p-s-n structures (s means slightly doped) the
changes of stored charge were measured simultaneously with
changes of forward current 19 ). From these he was able to conclude
that the change of the energy gap is the only cause of the
current change under pressure and that lifetime effects play no
role.
In contrast to this later experiments by S l o a n 2 0 ' Z 1 ) , specially devised for measuring lifetime under uniaxial stress conditions, again showed up large pressure effects in this quantity.
His method was the same as the one used in the present thesis,
which consists of the determination of the photoconductive decay
time in Ge specimens with abraded surfaces. After correction for
the surface contribution the lifetime in the bulk is obtained. An
elaborate discussion of this method is given in Chapter IV of
this thesis. Sloan's results may be shortly summarized as
follows: up to 10 kbar completely reversible changes in lifetime
were found by as much as a factor of 3 of the original value. The
temperature range was from 100 C to -20 C and the method employed
was isobaric. In n-type Ge (5 ohmcm, Sb doped) stress in the
(111), (100), (110) directions induced an increase in lifetime,
this in contrast to the result of Matukura (loc.cit.). A decrease
was observed in all cases in p-type Ge (5 ohmcm, Ga doped) with the
stress being applied in the same directions as above. N-type Si
8

exhibited the same sign of pressure dependence as n-Ge, after
reduction of lifetime by yradiation. No data are given for p-Si
although it is remarked in ref.21 that in this material the lifetime consistently decreased with pressure. The absence of hysteresis and in particular the increase observed in n-type material
ruled out the possibility of introduction of centres. Instead an
extended version of the Shockley-Read mode] was used for the explanation of the observations. In this version account is taken
of the known shifts in conduction and valence band edges when
uniaxial stress is applied. Dependent on the direction of the
stress the four (111) minima become inequivalent and the two
highest valence bands are no longer degenerate at k=(000). The
resulting recombination model, which also includes a shift of the
recombination level combined with a possible splitting into two
energies, is mathematically complicated. A computer iterative
technique was used to fit the model to the data. By this procedure information about defect level and capture probability
change with stress was obtained.
In 1970 Eresian and McKelvey22) published lifetime measurements under hydrostatic pressure to 10 kbar. The minority carriers were electrically injected by means of a point contact
situated on a side face of comparitively thick samples (0.80*
0.65x2.90 c m 3 ) , provided with etched surfaces. Near room temperature the lifetime increased by a factor of 1.5 in 14 ohmem ntype Ge as well as in 5 ohmem p-type Ge in a pressure range of
10 kbar. In the temperature range below 250 K the lifetime in the
n-type material turned out to be independent of temperature and
in a pressure measurement at 244 K pressure dependence could also
not be found. With Lhe aid of the Shockley-Read theory for two
independent levels the authors drew conclusions about the sign and
magnitude of the shift of the recombination level with pressure.
Although outside the scope of this thesis, the uniaxial compression work by Kastalskii et al. 2 9 ' 3 0 ' 3 1 ) and Dobrego et al. 32 )
on the radiative recombination spectrum of lightly and heavily
doped germanium at 77 and 4.2 K can be mentioned.
It is seen that only little information is available concerning the pressure dependence of lifetime. However, it has
already become clear that the variations found are large enough
to influence the results of other measurements under pressure in
which the lifetime is usually supposed to be constant. Instead of
this the results obtained thusfar show that the sign of change
under pressure can be either positive or negative. Moreover, it
has become clear that a systematic study of lifetime behaviour
under pressure can give useful information about the properties
of deep lying energy levels in a semiconductor.
1.4

Lifetime measurements under pressure in other materials

It is interesting to note that the decay of photoconductivity has also been used for determining the pressure dependence of
lifetime in some other semiconductor materials. In addition
photoconductivity measurements also showed up a decrease of lifetime from changes in magnitude of photocurrent versus pressure.
Tikhomirova23) explained his observed rise of photocurrent

in sulphur single crystals by a change of lifetime due t'o a shift
of a recombination level. This reasoning which includes a variation in bandgap width and shift of the quasi-Fermi levels associated with electrons and holes is described by Fridkin: "*) .
Niilsk;s) observed a decrease of photoconductivity in Cu?O, Hgl 2 ,
Pbl: by a factor 2-j over 6 kbar and attributed this effect to a
change of lifetime.
Gulyamov et al, :6 ) ascribe photoconductivity changes in CdS
completely to the behaviour of lifetime. They assume that the
model of one recombination centre and one trapping centre is applicable in order to explain their observation that the pressure
effect is positive for small intensity, but changes sign when the
illumination is increased. In the latter case there exists a
higher degree of population of the trapping level. In Hgl 2 a
minimum in photoconductivity is observed by the same authors27)
near 7 kbar and explained by a change in separation between the
Fermi-level and the recombination levels.
Low temperature (78 K) measurements have been made by
Volkov:B) who determined the time constant of decay in p-type
InSb of various hole densities following light pulses from a GaAs
photo-diode. An increase of lifetime by factors 2 to 7 with
respect to the low pressure value of 50 us over a pressure range
of 10 kbar was observed. An interpretation is given with a one
level model in which the electrons are trapped.
Thus it can be seen that also in these semiconductors evidence exists for large changes of lifetime which can either be an
increase or decrease depending on experimental conditions or the
type of material.
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II

CHAPTER II
STATISTICAL RECOMBINATION THEORY

2.1

Introduction

The work in the present thesis is restricted to a temperature region in which recombination is dominated by localized impurity levels. The object of statistical recombination theory for
this situation is to express the lifetime as defined in (1-2) and
(1-3) and which is a directly observable quantity, in a formula
which contains the different transition probabilities between
recombination levels of known position and the conduction and
valence band respectively. The transition probabilities remain
the unknown parameters to be determined by experiment.
In the simplest case the impurity introduces one level in
the forbidden gap as has already been referred to in Section 1.1.
However, certain foreign atoms as Au, Cu, Ni, which can exist in
multiple charge conditions, accordingly introduce a series of
levels. The degree of occupation of each of these levels is
interdependent and varies with the position of the Fermi level
and with temperature. Apart from this different defects can be
active for recombination at the same time in which case the occupation of the associated energy levels is independent. Such a
situation occurs in case of lattice damage brought about in
germanium by y-ifradiation. Evidence for this is found in the
fact that the temperature dependence of lifetime is well described by expressions resulting from a recombination model with
two independent levels.
A number of statistical treatments have been presented in
the literature for both types of defects described above for
steady state as well as for transient deviations from equilibrium
conditions. Some of these have a very general character and are
valid for an arbitrary number of recombination levels while also
the capture into excited states is included in the theory. Especially in the transient case, which in general involves the
solution of a system of coupled non-linear differential equations, restrictions are often made as to density of defects or
concentration of the excess carriers. For a small deviation from
equilibrium for instance the equations become linear, a situation
which considerably reduces the complexity of the problem. An
extensive discussion about the existing statistical treatments
and their limitations combined with a complete list of references
has been given by Blakemore1) and Choo 2 ).
The theory described in this chapter will be restricted to a
12

model with two independent levels principally in view of application to the case of defects introduced by y-irradiation. The
treatment follows the basic ideas of the SR theory: expressions
are derived for the model with two independent levels while it is
also shown that expressions for the lifetime in the case of one
level can be obtained. The general solution of the equations
which describe the transient behaviour of the excess carriers, as
met in a photoconductivity decay experiment, is very complicated,
lifid expressions in some limiting cases can be obtained
are suitable for comparison with experimental results.
2.2

The Shockley-Read3) model

In 1.1 a simplified model based on the one level recombina
tion scheme was illustrated in Fig.1-1. In Fig.2-1 a more exten
sive illustration of the SR model is given for the case of two
localized levels. The following transitions can be discerned:
(a) electron capture, (b) electron emission, (c) hole capture,
(d) hole emission.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig.2-1. Electron transitions in a two level
recombination model.

Although the arrows denote electron transitions the interaction
with the valence band is described in terms of hole concentrations. No transitions between the two different levels Ej and E2
occur because these are localized in space and therefore separated. Another possibility which could also occur would be
capture in an excited state and successive falling into the
ground state. This process would manifest itself as a readjust13

ment time in the impurity but this is neglected in the following.
The energy values in Fig.2-1 can be considered as effective
values.
When r n l is the rate with which electrons are captured by
level 1, g n l is the rate of thermal excitation into the conduction band, rpi is the rate with which electrons drop into holes
from the filled level and g p t is the rate with which electrons
are lifted from the valence band to the unoccupied level (thermal
excitation of holes), the following equations apply

pl

pii

g p l = k 2 N*

,

(2-2)

,

(2-3)

.

(2-4)

n,p are tho total concentrations of electrons and holes. N ^ N j
are the concentrations of filled and empty levels 1. When Nj is
the total concentration we aave
N~ 4 Nj = Nj .

(2-5)

c

nl'cpl a r e t n e capture coefficients of electrons and holes for
levels of type 1. They are average values over the states in the
conduction and valence band. The constants kj and k 2 are calculated below; they assume a simple form under nondegenerate conditions.
The fraction f of levels of type 1 which is occupied by an
electron is given by the Fermi distribution function which can be
written as
f = [exp{(E1-P)/kT} + l ] " 1 ,

(2-6)

in which F is the Fermi energy. In the nondegenerate case (when
F » kT) the total concentrations of electrons and holes n o ,p o in
thermal equilibrium are given by
n 0 = Ncexp(F/kT) ,

(2-7)

p 0 = Nvexp{(Ev-F)/kT> .

(2-8)

In these expressions N c and N v are the effective densities of
state of the conduction and valence band. The bottom of the conduction band E c is taken zero on the energy scale. E v is the
position of the top of the valence band.
Two parameters ni and p 1 are now introduced according to the
following definitions
^
14

^

,

(2-9)

Pj = Nvexp{(Ev-E,)/kT) ,

(2-10)

from which it can be seen that n,,Pj give the equilibrium
carrier concentrations when F would coincide with the recombination level. Also
PonO

=

Plnl = n i •

(2-11)

ni is the electron concentration for intrinsic material in which
n^p^. The number of occupied and unoccupied levels at thermal
equilibrium can now be yiven in terms of nj and pt
N
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=

f(E

l)Nl ° V c / ' W

= N

!Pl/(Pl+P05

Nj Q = {l-ftE^jNj = N ^ / t n ^ )

<

= N^/te^)

(2-12)
.

(2-13)

Assuming the validity of the principle of detailed balance, which
states that in thermal equilibrium the rates of a process and of
its inverse are equal and balanced in detail, one can put
r
= g
nl
n1

,

r ,= g ,
pi
pi

(for thermal eauilibrium). (2-14)

(2-14) together with (2-12), (2-13) gives
" Cnl"l '
(2-16)
The four transition rates according to (2-15) and (2-16) are indicated in Fig.2-1. A quantity like c nl Nj has the dimension [t]" 1
and is called capture probability. Instead of the capture coefficients cn,Cp cross sections on,ap are often used in literature to
characterize the recombination level in question. These are related to c n l ,c p l by
<c nl > = <vn<7nl> ,

(2-17)

<c pl > = <v p o p2 > ,

(2-18)

in which v n ,v are the thermal velocities of electrons and holes
and <> means values averaged over the states of conduction and
valence band.
2.3

The rate equations for a two level recombination model

Consider a generalized version of the model of the preceeding section and denote a given level by the symbol j (j is 1
or 2 for the two level model). When an external cause introduces
a deviation from equilibrium r n j and g n j are no longer equal for
15

each level j. The resulting net capture rates u n j,u p j are then
given by

U

PJ = r P3 " 9pj •

(2

"2O)

For - system of k independent levels the rate equations for the
con' ntrations of electrons and holes can be written as
k
dn/dt = - I u
j=l

+ G .

(2-21)

k
dp/dt = - I u , + G ,
j= l

(2-22)

dNj/dt = u n j - u p j

(2-23)

(j = l,...,k) .

Also a charge neutrality condition applies
Ap - An -

k
I AN~ = 0 ,
j= l

(2-24)

in which the symbol A indicates the deviation from thermal equilibrium, (2-21) to (2-24) form a set of k+1 independent coupled
non-linear differential equations. G is the generation of
electron-hole pairs due to external excitation.
The net capture rates u n j and u p j can be expressed in the
recombination level parameters. Indicating the equilibrium state
by the subscript 0 one has
N~ = N~ o + AN~ ,

(2-25)

N* = N j 0 + ANj ,

(2-26)

n = n 0 + An

(2-27)

, p = p 0 + Ap .

Substituting into (2-19), (2-20) the expressions (2-1) to (2-4)
and using (2-15), (2-16) and (2-25) to (2-27) one obtains
u

nj = c n j N j 0 A n - cnj(no+nj+An)ANj

U

PJ

= c

pj N j0 A P

+ c

pj(P0 + Pj + *P) AN j

,
•

(2-28)
(2-29)

In the derivation of (2-28) , (2-29) one uses the fact that the
equilibrium contributions to x r . and g n . cancel while it also
must be noted that ANj = -ANj. When it Is assumed that the capture coefficients do not change when large deviations from equi16

librium are present the above set of equations will be valid for
any value of excess carrier concentration.
For An « n 0 , Ap « p 0 the differential equations (2-21) to
{2-23) become linear. When a restriction is made to the two level
case, substituting (2-28), (2-29) in (2-21) to (2-23) und using
(2-24) the linearized equations can be written in operator form.
D + a
a

a j 2

u

D +a 2 2

21

a

ai 1

32

'An
Ap

1 3
23

D + a 3 3-

(2-30)

_AN2

Here the abbreviated notation introduced in ref.2 is used; the
aij are tabulated in table 2-1. The symbol D stands for the differential operator d/dt.
Table 2-1. Definitions of the parameters used
in the rate equations (2-30)
X

a
a

1 2 = -cni(ng

nl(n0 +
a 2 l " " c pl ( P0
a
2 2 - c pl<P0 +
a
2 3 = -Cpl(P0

2.4

X

U = c n l (n 0 + n t + N 1 0 ) + c n 2 N 2 0
c

+

nj)

n

l* ~ c n2< n 0 + n 2 J
+
Pi)
Pl+ N10> + c p2 N 20
+ Pl> + Cp2<P0 +P 2 )

a

13 "

a

3 1 = " c n2 N 20

a

3 2 = c p2 N 2O

a

33 = c n 2 (n 0 + n 2 ) + c p 2 ( P o + p 2 )

The lifetime under steady state conditions

Assuming now that a steady state condition has been reached
after the initial disturbance the following independent equations
result from (2-21) to (2-24)
u

G

nj

= U

PD

Ap - An -

'

(2-32)

(j = 1,... ,k) ,

(2-33)

AN~ - 0

(2-34)

According to (1-2) and (1-3), but now extended to the general
case, the definition of the electron and hole lifetime is
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t n = in/I u n ]

.

(2-35)

i p = Ap/.v. u p j

.

(2-36)

When the generation rate G is known the equations (2-32) to
(2-34) can be solved. In the case of two levels a cubic equation
in one of the unknown quantities may be obtained by a process of
successive elimination. The resulting expressions for t n and t p
aic very complicated and too difficult to handle in practice.
However, from equation (2-33), (2-34), in which the number of un
known quantities exceeds the number of equations by one, an expression for the ratio Tp/x n = Ap/An can be found. For small
deviations from equilibrium relatively simple explicit relations
for t n and Tr> result in this ••'iy as is shown below.
When AN 1 is solved as a function of An,Ap from (2-33) by
using (2-28), (2-29) one obtains
x p /i n = (1 + I 6nj)/(l + I B pj )

,

(2-37)

in which

S p j = CpjNjo/H-j
and

,

(2-39)

Hj = c R J (n 0 + An + n^) + ct;j(p0 + Ap + p^)

.

(2-40)

The result (2-37) can also be written in the following way
~- = {p 0 + Ap + (T p /T n )n 0 } [(CnjCpjNj/Hj)
n
j

.

(2-41)

For small deviations from equilibrium (An «no+nj, Ap «Po+Pj)
the expression (2-37) depends on equilibrium parameters only.
Separate expressions for the electron and hole lifetimes can be
obtained by substituting the approximate form of (2-37) in
(2-41). The result is
1- = 1

•
1

j

J

,

(2-42)

+

in which again the index 0 denotes the equilibrium value of the
different quantities. A similar expression for 1/Tp is obtained
by changing n into p and also - into x. Expression (2-42) was
first derived by Okada1*). When the summation is omitted the original Shockley-Read expression3) for the case of small signals
and arbitrary defect density in the one level case is obtained
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(c N)" 1 (no+np + (cnN) " l
n O +P O +N Q N o /N

.

(2_43)

If in addition the defect density is taken to be small the electron and hole lifetimes become equal and (2-43) reads
(c Nj'^no+nj) + (CnNl'N

This expression has been used by many authors to explain the dependence of the lifetime on temperature. The limiting lifetimes
(CpN)""1 and ( c ^ ) " 1 in extrinsic material are often denoted by
the symbols x p 0 and t n 0 .
2.5

The lifetime in a transient situation

Consider next the situation, of great importance for practical applications, in which the external excitation has stopped
so that G=0 in Eq.(2-30). The dynamics of the carrier recombination for this case has been treated by Giroux8) for an arbitrary
number of levels and afterwards by Choo2) who specified the
solution for two levels. The notation introduced by these authors
is mainly also used here. If G=0 the time constants can be calculated by putting the determinant of the coefficient matrix in
(2-30) equal to zero. When D, for this purpose treated as an
ordinary variable, is solved from the resulting equation one gets
the time constants which are equal to -D" 1 . This can be proved by
substituting trial solutions of the form b^ exp(rt), which have a
time constant -r~ 1 . The result is a set of linear equations having
a coefficient matrix which is identical to the original one when
D is replaced by r. The corresponding determinantal equation is
called characteristic equation. In the two level case of (2-30)
the characteristic equation is
D 3 + Y 2 D 2 + YjD + Y o = 0 ,

(2-45)

where
=

(a

ii a 22 a 33
(a

"

ii a 23 a 32
a

22 a 33
a

a

22

+ a

23 a 32

33
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The two level model has three time constants. However, a
convenient expression can only be obtained when one time constant
is much longer than the other two; in approximation it can thus
be calculated from
*l D

+

Yo = °

*

(2-47)
» •

-

-

-

•

•

This approximation will be sufficient for practical purposes as
in an actual experiment more than one time constant can only be
measured with reasonable accuracy when they are well separated in
magnitude. In fact, in many cases only the longest time constant
can be observed.
From (2-47) the principal time constant is
•

(2-48)

After some lengthy but elementary algebraic calculations the final
result is obtained for the transient lifetime of the two level
system with arbitrary defect density. When the expressions (2-46)
are substituted
I c nj c pj N j< n O + PO
k =2

+

iNjoNjo/NjJ/Hjo
2

(j-1,2)

(2-49)

1 + 1*3
j
(2-49) has been written in the same form as the lifetime in the
steady s t a t e case (2-42). The oij in the denominator i s defined as
a

j " Snj0<1+Spi0> + 0 p j O + (TjHio)"1
(i ?' j» i,j = 1,2) ,

(2-50)

in which

7

(j-1,2)

.

(2-51)

For small density of centres (N!+N2 « n o +p o ) (2-51) reduces to the
reciprocal value of the Shockley-Read lifetime for the individual
levels already given in (2-44). This applies also to th-3 numerator of (2-49) which as can be noted has an extra £ between the
brackets in the individual terms when compared to 1/TJ,
2.6

The transient lifetime in a one level system

As already mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, in
the simplest case recombination proceeds through one recombination level only in which case the system has two time constants.
This situation is described mathematically by putting N 2 ,c n 2
equal to zero in the two level expressions of Section 2.5.
Under these circumstances a 3i> a 32' a 33 vanish according to
20

Table 2-1. This means that Yo from (2-46) is equal to zero and T
from (2-48) becomes infinite. This is also easily demonstrated in
(2-49), which now contains the infinitely large term 1 / ( T I H 2 0 > in
the denominator. Proceeding in the same way as in Section 2.5 the
longest of the two time constants can be found approximately by
calculating Y5/Y1 from (2-46). The result for the one level transient lifetime is

(2-52)
A further simplification applies in the case of n-type material
and a deep lying level for which NQ = N. If in addition the con
centration of this level is small
T =

c

nn0

For the discussion of the properties of expressions like
(2-53) a notation with dimensionless parameters introduced by
Blakemore1) is convenient. Putting
JV' - N/n0

;

tc - c n l / c p l

Pi/ n o

(2-54)

(2-53) can be written

a) .

(2-55)

Inr

I

r j r > » . jc Hi"1 if J T < X

•

WT

Fig.2-2. Temperature dependence of the
lifetime in a one level
Shockley-Read recombination model.
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In this relation a is strongly temperature dependent. Thus, in
those cases where an exponential temperature dependence is O D served at high temperature, from a lni vs 1/T plot, it can be
concluded that a » < + *>¥ .
At low temperatures a becomes small. When a constant lifetime is observed in that region more information is needed in
order to conclude whether T is equal to l/c n n 0 or l/c^N- The temperature dependence of the lifetime according to (2-55) together
with the limiting cases of low and high temperatures is illustrated in Fig.2-2.
2.7

Simplified expressions for the time constant of a two level
system in different temperature regions

In the derivation of (2-49) for the longest time constant of
the two level system the only assumption is that the concentration of excess carriers has to be small. Additional simplification of the expression is possible for n- or p-type material and
a small concentration of recombination centres. The resulting
expressions, which are given below, are still rather complicated
but in certain limiting cases the lifetime exhibits a simple
behaviour. If only a small concentration of recombination centres
is present (N1+N2 « ng+Po) and in addition the concentration of
holes is small (n-type) the £a-j in the denominator of (2-49) can
be written with the aid of (2-50) as
Iaj = iBpjot1

+

{c

nj< n 0 + n j>/ H i0 } ]

ti*j; i.j=l»2). (2-56)

In the derivation of (2-56) it is assumed that the recombination
levels are well below the Fermi level (nj « n 0 ) and c n j < c p j .
When the £a. from (2-56) is substituted into (2-49) ~the
result is
1
+ cn 2 ^ ( a 2 + < 2 ) "

. {2 -57)

This expression, in which the dimensionless parameters defined in
(2-54) are used, has first been given by Wertheim 5 ), however
without details about the calculation. A more elaborate derivation has been given by Choo 2 ). This author makes the remark that
Wertheim1s formula is incorrect. This criticism is not justified
as Wertheim has used a different definition of Tj.
The behaviour of (2-57) when one of the electron capture
coefficients c n l or c n 2 becomes negligibly small has been discussed for different temperature regions by Ryvkin and
Yaroshetskii6) and Streetman 7 ). This gives the possibility to
treat a system consisting of one recombination centre and one
crap: for instance when c n 2 is very small a hole, which has been
captured by level 2, will be reexcited to the valence band rather
than be neutralized by the capture of an electron. Some confusion may arise concerning the term "trapping" as this expression
22

is used to describe essentially different phenomena. For instance
when in a steady state situation An f Ap as a consequence of
different transition rates to the level, the occupancy of the
lgvel must have changed as compared to thermal equilibrium. As
has been pointed out in Chapter I one of the carriers is said to
be "trapped" in this situation. However the term trapping takes
on a clearer meaning when more than one level is present. When
there is practically no interaction of a particular level with
one of the bands the level will merely "trap" a carrier temporarily. Recombination can only take place through another level after thermal reexcitation.
When c n 2 is taken to be very small the appropriate terms in
(2-57) can be omitted. Also t 2 can be neglected. The resulting
lifetime expression which will play an important role in the
interpretation of the experimental results described in
Chapter V, is given by
1
1
c
N
pl l c nl n 0

Pi
c
n N
nl 0 l

i
c
p2P?

N

c

2
plP2 N l

Pi«2
C n l n 0 N lP2* V

At high temperatures terms in (2-58) which contain pj in the
numerator will give the greatest contribution. When N 2 /p 2 <K 1
T = P^c^noNj

.

(2-59)

A schematic plot of the behaviour of the recombination time
as a function of temperature of a two level system when one of
the levels is a trap for holes, is presented in Fig.2-3. A numerical example has been chosen as an illustration. The parameters
substituted in (2-57) in order to obtain the curve of Fig.2-3
have been given rounded values, which are however of the same
order as those actually observed in germanium. These are
n 0 = 10" 1 cm"3-, ^[ ~ ^2 ~ °-1> c nl = c pl = 1 0 ~ 7 cn^s" 1 ,
cn2 = 10~ 1 3 em's" 1 , cp2 = I0~ 7 cm 3 s" ] . From this KJ = 1,
i<2 = 10~ 6 . The energy level positions, which occur in ai and a 2
through (2-54) and (2-10) are both taken to be 0.37 eV above the
valence band. The region indicated by I in Fig.2-3 corresponds to
the high temperature case and is well represented by a straight
line in a lnx vs 1/T plot according to (2-59).
At lower temperatures p^ and P2 became much smaller due to
their exponential temperature dependence. In fact a region can
exist where the terms with p 2 in the denominator of (2-58) are
dominant. If in addition N 2 « Nj (small density of traps) one
gets from (2-58)
x = (c^p;,)" 1 .

(2-60)

A striking property of (2-60) is that the decay time is no longer
determined by the number of trapping centres but only by their
physical properties such as Cp2 and the level position through
p 2 . This region is represented by II in Fig.2-3. According to the
definition of p 2 given in (2-10) x will increase linearly in a
lnx vs 1/T plot in this temperature range.
When the temperature is still lower, as in region III in
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F i g . 2 - 3 . Temperature dependence of the transient lifetime
in a two l e v e l recombination model consisting of
a recombination centre and a trapping centre for
holes. A numerical example i s shown,
according to
Eq. (* 57) in which n0 » lO^cm" 1 , J/\ • Si - 0 . 1 ,

Fig.2-3,pi and P2 become so small that ai « <\ and a2 « <2- The
expression (2-57) now has the limiting form
T = ( c n 2 n 0 )-l

(2-61).

This means that the lifetime is constant except for a possibly
small temperature dependence of the capture coefficient. In conclusion, in the temperature regions I and II Eq. {2--'<*) or its
limiting forms give a good description of the lifeti.de. A t low
temperatures the conditions leading to (2-58) are no longer valid
and one has to return to (2-57) which now has the limiting form
(2-61).
The behaviour in the temperature regions II and III is
usually characterized as "temporary" and "permanent" trapping of
holes. In region II the decay time is determined by the thermal
release time to the valence band of the holes captured by level 2
followed by recombination due to level 1. In region III the holes
are no longer released and the small capture coefficient for
electrons gives a very long decay time.
The described behaviour
of the lifetime has been observed in
6 7
Y-irradiated germanium
'
).
In
region III the lifetime can be as
large as 1 0 ~ 2 s. An accurate quantitative analysis is hampered
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by the fact that the different temperature regions are not
clearly separated.
2.8

I
\
:I
I
|
i
I

I

1

The effect of pressure on the decay time

It has already been remarked in Section 2.7 that Eq.(2-58)
has been used to analyse some of the results presented in this
thesis. For this reason it is interesting at this point to give a
short qualitative discussion about the influence of pressure on
the decay time to be expected on the basis of (2-58). To this end
the pressure dependence of the different parameters must be examined.
Eq.(2-58) has been derived for n-type material which means
in this context that the electron concentration n 0 can be considered constant. Also the defect concentrations Nj and N2 will
show no variation under pressure when it is assumed that the application of pressure in itself does not introduce new recombination centres.
The pressure dependence of the capture coefficients c n i,c p i,
c 2 cannot be precisely predicted but will probably also be very
small. Because of the fact that the magnitude of the capture
coefficients is determined by intrinsic properties of the defects
such as electronic charge, it will be relatively insensitive to a
small compression, of the lattice of the host crystal.
According to (2-10) the two remaining parameters pj and P2
are of the form N v exp{(E v -Ej)/kT}, so a possible pressure dependence of both N v and the exponential term must be taken into
account. From elementary semiconductor theory it follows that N v ,
the effective density of states of the valence band, is aiven by
N v = 2(27im h kT/h 2 ) 3/2 ,

(2-62)

I so m h , the effective mass of holes, determines the pressure de| pendence of N v . A rough estimate of this pressure dependence can
I be made as follows: for a simple parabolic band centered around
I k=0 the energy as a function of k is given by E = 'h2k2/2rn, From
I this it follows that
J

m'^m/ap = -E"X8E/9P = -E'^Eg/SP .

(2-63)

In the last step of (2-63) it is assumed that the value of 3E/3P
changes only slowly over a distance comparable with the bandgap
Eg. It can thvis be concluded that the fractional change of the
effective mass m will be of the order of the fractional change of
the direct energy gap. This would be -1.5% kbar"' according to
the numerical values for the band structure of germanium already
given in Section 1.3. From this reasoning the terms containing
Pl or p 2 would change only a few percent over a pressure range of
3 kbar as a consequence of a change in hole effective mass.
A larger change with pressure can be expected from the exponential part of pj^ and p 2 . In the following discussion the edge
of the valence band is taken zero on the energy scale to make
Pl = N v exp(-Ej/kT), P2 = N v exp(-E2/kT). Let it be assumed that
the position of the energy levels changes linearly under pressure
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with absolute pressure coefficients bj and h2 with respect to the
valence band. The position of the levels under pressure is then
given by
E. = E,, + b,P ,
(2-64)
Under the condition of (2-64) p t and p 2 will change from their
zero pressure values p 1 0 and p 2 0 by
p, = p i n exp(-b,P/kT) ,
(2-65)
P 2 = p 2 0 expi-b2P/kT) .
From (2-65) it follows that the lifetime will change in a nonlinear way as a function of pressure. Moreover when it is
assumed that the levels shift approximately in proportion to the
shift of the conduction band pt and p 2 change about 10% kbar""1 as
can be shown from a numerical example: when T = 300 K, P = 1 kbar,
bj = 2<10~6 eVbar"', the value of expf-bjP/kT) is equal to 0.926.
When the lifetime is given by a simple expression directly proportional to pj as in region I of Fig.2-3, the pressure effect
will be nearly independent of temperature in the described situation. This will in general not be correct when the complete expression (2-58) must be used, which for this qualitative discussion can be approximated by
T = A + Bpjoexpt-bjP/kT) + Cp2Qexp(+b2P/kT) ,

(2-66)

in which A, B and C are constants independent of pressure and
temperature. Dependent on the relative magnitude of A, B, C and
the sign of hx and b 2 the pressure effect to be expected can
easily be visualized with the aid of (2-66). A few examples can be
given here.
1. When A is small and bj and b 2 have the same sign and magnitude the observed pressure effect will reverse its sign when
going from region I to region II. Consequently it will strongly
depend on temperature.
2. When bj and b 2 have the opposite sign the pressure effect
will not change very much with temperature under the same conditions.
3. When there is a temperature region where A is dominant no
pressure effect will be found over a temperature interval and not
only at one particular temperature as in example 1.
These examples of possible pressure shifts of lifetime have
been chosen in anticipation of the experimental results presented
in Chapter V which are found to fit well into the model developed
in this section.
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In a typical experiment the dimensions are approximately
20*2*2 mm 3 . Also specimens of a more flat shape are sometimes
used. The end faces are provided with electrical contacts. A
constant current flows parallel to the longest dimension, by
which a conductivity change across the sample can be detected.
The excess carriers in the present case are obtained by short
light pulses with a duration of the order of a few microseconds
from a Xenon lamp. The contacts are shielded from the injecting
light to avoid photo-voltaic effects, which would distort the
decay signal. In the present experiment the specimen is mounted
in an optical pressure vessel which in turn is suspended in an
oil bath.
Although it is impossible to inject the carriers in a uniform way, in practice a more homogeneous distribution developes
after some time by a diffusion mechanism. Consequently the decay
is also influenced by recombination at the side faces of the
specimen.
The surface recombination is quantitatively described by a
parameter s called surface recombination velocity. It is defined
as follows:
s is the ratio of the rate of electron or hole flow into a unit
surface area to the excess carrier density just below the surface. Through the presence of this surface recombination the
measured lifetime or effective lifetime is always smaller than
the lifetime in the interior of the specimen which is called bulk
lifetime. In general one can put

i = f +f .

(3-1)

in which T is the effective lifetime, T. is the bulk lifetime and
x is the surface lifetime. In order to determine the surface
correction term 1/T one has to solve the continuity equation
which describes the carrier flow in the specimen. This problem is
treated in great detail in Chapter IV. An exponential decay is
only obtained when 1 / T S is independent of time. This is only
correct in some limiting cases, which are quoted here. The results given are valid for the specimen geometry which is used
most often namely that in which one of the dimensions is much
larger than the other two (2A » 2B,2C in Fig.3-1).
When s is small, which is valid when the faces of ti^e sample
are etched

7 ' k * s( 5 + => •

<3 21

"

When the surface is abraded s is very large. In this case

in which D is the ambipolar diffusion coefficient, which is a
function of the electron and hole concentrations and the diffusion coefficients of electrons and holes. Especially in the case
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of (3-3) the signal is very small as most of the carriers are
removed rapidly by the influence of the abraded surface. So an
averaging technique must be used to improve the accuracy of the
measurement.
The quantity studied in the actual measurement is a voltage,
which is proportional to the total number of excess carriers
present at any moment. When the conditions leading to (3-2) and
(3-3) have been fullfilled an exponential decay is observed with
a time constant as mentioned. In order to determine T in this
situation the knowledge of the signal amplitudes VJJVJ.V-, at
three points, separated by a known time interval t s , is sufficient and T is given by
r = t s / ln{(Vi-V2)/(V2-V3)} .

(3-4)

An elaborate description of this three points technique is given
in Section 3.5.
3. 3

Sample preparation

3.3.1

Cutting, grinding, electrical contacts
The germanium used for the preparation of the specimens
consisted of mono-crystalline n- and p-type material, commercially obtained from the "societe des Mines et Fonderies de Zinc de
la Vieille Montagne, Etablissement de Balen Usines" (Belgium).
The basic material, grown in the (111) direction was doped with
Sb or Ga, while the specific resistivity was 19 and 3 ohmcm for
the n-type and 40 ohmcm in case of the p-type material.
First disks with thickness varying from about 1 to 2 mm were
cut from the cylindrical ingot with a diamond saw. The surfaces
were then ground parallel to within 1 u with a machine previously
described by Vetter 1 ). For the final treatment Hyprez diamond
compound grade 6W-375 was used after which the thickness was
measured with a Mahr micrometer.
In order to get the final rectangular shape a wire sawing
machine was constructed, which performs its cutting action by
drawing an abrasive grit across the specimen. To this end a
13 cm length of phosphor bronze wire moves to and fro between two
idling pulleys, having slots for alignment of the wire. The
cutting wire is attached at both ends to nylon cord, which forms
a loop that can be tensioned with a variable weight. The oscillating action of about one period in 1.5 seconds results from a
pulling and yielding action exerted on the cord by a revolving
arm. The arm is driven by a motor which is put on vibration
dampers and provided with a reducing gear. The specimen to be
cut is glued on a piece of chalk or some other soft material,
fixed on a brass platy, which can be turned over 90 in the horizontal plane. Two adjustment screws provide the horizontal and
vertical displacements of the plate necessary to bring the
sample in the desired position and to give vertical tension to
the wire. The final rectangular shape can easily be obtained by
four successive cuts. As an abrasive grit 600 mesh carborundum
was applied as a suspension in glycerin; it need not be replaced
during the cutting and can easily be removed by rinsing with
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water. With the wire speed used a 20*2 mm2 slot can be cut in
four hours. Although this is very slow it eliminates the risk of
edge damage completely while on the other hand no supervision
during the sawing is necessary. In case of wire rupture the motor
is switched off by the tension weight. After removal of the
specimen together with its soft base the glue is dissolved in
acetone.
The soldering of the electrical contacts is no great problem
as for lifetime measurements the end faces may be completely covered with solder. S-39 soldering flux, obtained from N.V. Chemische Fabriek Schiedam, was used to solder the two 0.5 mm copper
current wires. These leads are sufficiently rigid to support the
filament in the pressure vessel. The residue of the flux was
removed by dissolving in water. Following the I.R.E. standard for
lifetime measurements2) the contacts should be non-rectifying to
within 2%. This should be verified by measuring the voltage
across the sample corresponding to both polarities of a constant
current source. Using a digital voltmeter for this purpose no
difference greater than l%o was ever observed.
3.3.2

Etching

A few experiments under pressure were performed with specimens with etched surfaces: a CP4 germanium etch was employed
consisting of 10 parts by volume of HF, 20 parts of CH3COOH,
to be in their usual concentrated commercial form).
By etching a thin layer of material is removed resulting in
a smooth surface covered with the oxide, which has a low surface
recombination velocity (values varying from 20 to 200 cm/s are
claimed in the literature). The specimen was kept for a few days
in order to become stabilized before mounting in the pressure
vessel. During the etching process the electrical leads and end
faces were covered with beeswax (cera flava), which can be
removed by dissolving in benzene.
3.3.3

Irradiation with y-rays

The experiments with irradiated germanium were restricted to
n-type 19 ohmcm and 3 ohmcm material, doped with Sb. The irradiation was performed at room temperature.
In general the recombination and trapping centres introduced
by nuclear radiation are the consequence of lattice damage, in
the simplest case the Frenkel defect. Where the object is to
introduce a homogeneous distribution of defects and still to keep
the damage to the lattice as simple as possible, y-irradiation
has the advantage of having a penetration depth of the correct
value combined with a sufficiently low energy. As the displacement of atoms is mainly due to the effect of Compton electrons
produced by the primary y-rays the process can be regarded as
internal electron irradiation. The advantage in this respect
above direct irradiation with electrons will easily be seen from
the following: the 60 Co source produces 2 gamma's of 1.332 and
1.773 MeV respectively, giving a continuous spectrum of Compton
electron energies. For the higher energetic photon the edge is
1.11 MeV as can be calculated from the relativistic laws of con32

servation of momentum and energy. In Ge the partial absorption
coefficient for 1.5 MeV y's, scattered by the Compton process, is
0.26 cm"1 ' ) • This is at the same time the total value for the
absorption of the y's because other processes, like photo-electric
effect and pair production, play no important role at this photon
energy. On the other hand 1 MeV electrons penetrate only 0.6 mm
in germanium (extrapolated value from Ref.4). So the result of
direct electron irradiation would be a less homogeneous distribution of defects in the specimen.
The irradiations were performed at the Wilhelmina Gasthuis,
Amsterdam, with a 250 Curie 6 0 Co source. In order to reduce the
irradiation time the aluminium box, containing the specimen,
could be brought very close to the source by remote control. The
front wall of the aluminium box not only protects the specimen
but also has the function of an extra "sample surface" in which
Compton electrons are also produced. Without this extra surface
the real surface of the sample would be relatively spared from
the influence of the higher energetic forward scattered electrons, which produce most of the damage.
The basic material had a long bulk lifetime. The chief object of the irradiation is the reduction of this bulk lifetime to
a much smaller value. The contribution of the centres already
present before irradiation Cc^-i be neglected in that case or makes
only a small correction necessary. However, after irradiation,
the lifetime must also still have a value ahnve the lower detection limit of the available apparatus. In the present work the
experimental data of Curtis and Crawford8) concerning the decrease of lifetime after Y-irradiation were used for an estimate
of irradiation time. From their plots values for the lifetime
change can be inferred: the change in recombination rate for
15 ohmcm Sb-doped material is given by A ( 1 / T ) = 1.6xlO~13 s^cm" 2
per photon and is faster for higher conductivity material.
Knowing the source strength the integrated flux can be calculated
to some approximation from the distance to the source. In this
way a change in lifetime after a given exposure time can be calculated. This procedure turned out to be good enough for changing
the lifetime but for a determination of the number of introduced
centres quantities like energy level position and capture coefficients should be known.
Some information concerning the introduction rate of defects
is available from Hall effect and resistivity measurements. At
least part of the defects introduced in n-type Ge are acceptor
centres. Cleland, Crawford and Holmess) concluded that the value
for the carrier removal rate is -1.4xlO~3 electrons/photon. These
authors assign two acceptor levels to one defect. Ryvkin and
Yaroshetskii ) describe the introduction of defects with the formula N D = oN G e $ in which N D is the concentration of defects, a is
the cross-section of defect formation, N(;e is the number of Ge
atoms cm" 3 , $ is the integrated flux (a = 4.3xlO~27 cm 2 , NGe =
4.41*1022 c m " 3 ) . This relation originates from older Hall effect
and resistivity measurements of Vitovskii, Mashovets and Ryvkin7)
who concluded to four acceptor levels per defect. By using these
data the introduction rate would be SxlO"1* defects/photon. The
correlation of the number of defects as determined in this way
with the concentration of recombination centres is still unclear
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however.
After irradiation the recombination centres can be removed
by annealing at a sufficiently high temperature. The lifetime can
be restored in this way to almost the old value but also other
types of centres such as traps are possibly introduced. In this
work the 3 ohmcm material was annealed following the irradiation.
This annealing was performed in a silicone oil bath.
3.4

The high pressure system and thermostat

3.4.1

The pressure equipment
A schematic diagram of the 3 kbar pressure generating apparatus together with the thermostat and freon cooling machine is
given in Fig.3-2.
I XENON
FLASH LAMP

GAS SUPPLY

CIRCULATION
OF
COOLING UQU©

PRESSURE VESSEL

OIL PRESS

GAS COMPRESSOR

THERMOSTAT

Fig.3-2. The high pressure system and thermostat
with pressure vessel.

The pressure apparatus consists of an oil press, which is of
the standard piston displacement type, and a gas compressor in
which mercury is used as a seal for separation of the oil and
the pressure medium which consisted of nitrogen gas. The connection with the pressure vessel was made by means of a flexible
1 mm steel capillary tube with 0.15 mm bore. This capillary tube
can be loosened from the pressure set in case of sample exchange.
The oil pressure is measured to 1% with a precision bourdon
manometer, calibrated against a rotating piston pressure balance.
3.4.2

The optical pressure vessel

The pressure vessel, which is illustrated in Fig.3-3 consists of a thick walled steel cylinder with an outer diameter of
75 mm and an inner diameter of 35 mm. The gas inlet and electrical connections come from below and are protected against the
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Fig.3-3. The optical pressure vessel.
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the oil from the thermostat by a german silver tube. The specimen (A), located in the pressure cell of 35 mm diameter, is
mounted horizontally beneath a diafragm (B) and is supported by
the current wires. Each of these leads is soldered to an electrical feed-through (C), which consists of a beryllium copper cone
surrounded by nylon. Between the nylon and the metal parts indium
foil is applied to improve the pressure tightness. Black paper,
not shown in Fig.3-3, is used to surround the specimen in order
to avoid the occurrence of photo-voltages across the contacts,
which might be caused by reflected light. The 10*20 mm quartz
window (D) is packed by a Teflon O-ring and is held into place
by a Bridgman packing.
When the specimen has to be exchanged the lower coupling
nut, when loosened, pulls the block on which the sample is
mounted outwards by working against a collar (E) after removal
of the nut (F) and closing plate (G).
The light flashes are thrown on the specimen through a
german silver tube with a length of 35 cm, which is fixed to the
top of the pressure vessel and passes through the cover of the
thermostat. The tube also has the purpose of suspending the whole
from a thick aluminium strip, coupled rigidly to the wall of the
thermostat.
3.4.3

The thermostat, temperature control
Thp Ksmppra
in t-hp roursfi of the>
p r a 1-ure>s
1ures used
us

varied from -7°C to +60°C. In order to maintain a constant temperature in this range the pressure vessel was immersed in a
200 liter oil thermostat, provided with a stirrer. Two heaters,
1 kW and 100 Watt, mounted inside the stirrer, served for general
heating and regulation respectively by a normal on-off mercury
contact thermometer. Temperatures below room temperature were
achieved by the circulation through a copper coil, mounted in the
thermostat, of a 1:1 mixture of methylsellosolve-water, cooled
to -15 C by a freon cooling machine.
The temperature was measured with a copper-constantan
thermocouple, fixed in a copper block which was kept close to the
pressure vessel. The thermocouple voltage was measured by the
Diesselhorst compensation method. Owing to the large dimensions
of the thermostat a temperature stability of ± 0.01 degree could
easily be maintained by balancing a constant cooling rate to a
predetermined heat input when a small part of the latter is
regulated. The same procedure, without cooling, was followed for
temperatures above room temperature.
3.5
3.5.1

Measurement of effective lifetime

Injection by light, sample circuit
An electronic stroboscope (type 1531-A Strobotac) from
General Radio Company was used for the generation of short light
flashes. The width of the Xenon light pulse is claimed to be 3 us
when measured at 10 percent of the peak intensity. However, this
is not valid for the infrared part of the spectrum which is
mainly responsible for the photo-signal. So some measurements
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were performed with a fast vacuum photo-diode in order to determine the lower limit of measurable effective lifetimes. The
afterglow of the lamp turned out to depend on the intensity of
the flashes and is shorter at the lower intensities v/hich occur
at the high repetition range of the Strobotac. A combination of
low repetition frequency and small pulse width can be obtained
by triggering the stroboscope externally with low frequency
pulses (of the order of 50 Hz) while the frequency dial is in a
high frequency position. A pulse width of 7 us, when measured at
0.1 of the peak amplitude, can be obtained in this way so the
limit of measurable effective lifetimes will be in this range.
The specimen was mounted in a constant current configuration
which was accomplished in a simple way by using a 12 V voltage
source combined with a series resistor about 10 times as large as
the sample resistance. By this arrangement a direct current of a
few milliamperes was provided. The leads from the pressure vessel
to the pre-amplifier were very carefully shielded to avoid electrical interference with the Xenon flash lamp circuitry.
The quantity actually studied is the voltage change across
the specimen as a function of time. This voltage represents the
excess carrier concentration in a correct way only when the
change from dark conductivity is small and is given by
RRg
(3-5)
In this expression in is the dark current, R is the value of the
series resistor, R s and AG S are the dark resistance and change in
conductance of the specimen. As long as ARs<<: Rs the value of R is
not very critical and can be decreased somewhat in order to increase AV S . The associated increase in in however implies the
possibility that during recombination the carriers are partially
swept out of the sample with a consequent distortion of the decay
signal. A further reason for the restriction to small signals is
that only in this case AGg is proportional to the total number of
excess carriers AN, independent of their distribution in the
specimen. So when the condition of small disturbance is fulfilled

(3-6)
valid for a specimen of length I. Eq.(3-5) shows that the voltage
across the specimen is a good measure for the average concentration of excess carriers in the specimen and accordingly can be
used for the measurement of their effective lifetime.
3.5.2

Block diagram of lifetime measurement with the aid of
sampling technique

The signal, which is excited in the way described in
Section 3.5.1 has an amplitude not much greater than that of the
accompanying high and low frequency electrical noise. A measuring
method which is sufficiently precise to observe small effects
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must involve a technique for improving the signal-to-noise ratio.
As the highest frequency components do not exceed 1 MHz and,
moreover, the signal can be repeated as often as necessary, a
very suitable technique to this end is boxcar integration. In
this technique discrete points of a time dependent electrical
signal are sampled and successively averaged by integration. As a
sampling device a PAR 160 was used combined with a Tektronix
535-A oscilloscope for monitoring the signal. This oscilloscope
provides at the same time different time related pulses necessary
for triggering the Xenon lamp and PAR 160 as the gate pedestals
of the two horizontal sweeps are externally available. From one
of them (time base B) a delayed trigger pulse is derived which
can be given any position on this sweep with the aid of a ten
turn helipot present on the front panel. With this pulse a predetermined delay between the signal and the sweep of the boxcar
integrator can be established.
For the sake of clarity brief attention is given here to the
working principle of the PAR 160 boxcar integrator. A time base
is triggered in a fixed time relation with the signal to be
studied and its voltage is compared with an adjustable DC voltage
or with that of a slow ramp. On coincidence a pulse of adjustable
width is generated which opens a MOSFET gate and an equally long
portion of the signal is transmitted to an integrator consisting
of an operational amplifier with series resistor and variable
feed-back capacitor. When the gate pulse is shifted slowly along
ths signal a slow replica of Lh«s laLLet will appear at the output. The associated reduction in band width gives an increase in
signal-to-noise ratio. When the gate pulse is kept in a fixed
position with respect to the signal it is possible to make accurate measurements of discrete points.
For practical reasons the boxcar integration process has limitations when a low repetition rate of the signal has to be used
in combination with narrow gate pulses. The reason for this is
that leakage currents in the integrator become increasingly important as the charging process of the capacitor is now going on
only during a small fraction of time (so the observed time constant or "learning time" of the integrator is much larger than
the nominal value). This fraction of time is called duty factor
and is equal to the product of repetition frequency and gate
pulse width. A lower tolerable limit of this duty factor is considered to be reached when during one observed time constant,
which is equal to the nominal value divided by the duty factor,
1% of the output voltage has leaked away. This duty factor limit
or its reciprocal, the "figure of merit", depends on the chosen
time constant of the integrator and is commonly used to qualify
boxcar integrators. The PAR 160 has a figure of merit of 10s for
time constants up to 0.1 s. An improvement to 106 can be attained
by the use of a high quality low leakage feed-back capacitor
which can be connected externally to the integrator by means of a
rear panel plug. For the special application of the present experiment three external 1 uF polystyrene capacitors were intermittently connected to the integrator by means of a reed relais
switching mechanism. More details will be given below about this
method of measuring tha time constant of an exponential in which
each condenser gathers the information of one point of the signal.
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Fig.3-4. Block diagram of the electronic equipment.
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Fig.3-5. Sampling method for the determination of time
constants - time relation of the electrical
signals. During the measurement the triggering
sequence is the following: 1+2,4; 2+3; 4 + 5;
5+6; 6+7. In the case of calibration: calibration pulses 3+4; 4+5; 5+6; 6+7.

A block diagram of the electronic apparatus is shown in
Fig.3-4, the time relation of the essential electrical signals in
Fig.3-5. It is seen in Fig.3-4 that the repetition frequency of
the flash tube is determined by the free running multivibrator A
which also triggers the scope time base B, used for observation
on the screen. The signal is amplified 500* and fed into the
100 K input of the boxcar integrator. The start of the main sweep
of the boxcar is delayed with respect to the beginning of the
signal by using a trigger pulse derived from the scope sweep B
which can be given any position on this sweep. This delay is a
necessity because of the fact that the initial stages of the
decay are governed hy higher order modes of recombination which
invalidate the simple expressions far the filament lifetime
given in Section 3.2. These higher order modes of recombination
constitute the central problem of the treatment of filament
lifetime given in Chapter IV.
The delay DC voltages which determine the position of the
gate pulse are connected to the external delay input by a motor
with a revolution period of one minute. The actual Contact is
made with three reed relais which are switched in succession. In
this way the voltage at the external delay input is changed step40

wise. The time during which each voltage is present slightly overlaps the time of contact t c to the integrator of an associated
] pF polystyrene capacitor. This contact is brougnt about by the
same motor with a second set of three reed relais. When the
number of samples during each contact time is large and the capacitors and contact times are equal, each point is integrated for
the same time with the same time constant.. After each completed
cycle of the motor the accumulated charge of the three capacitors
will in this case have the same proportionality to the signal
amplitude at the chosen points. The number of switching cycles
varied in the course of the experiments from three to ten. For
clarity the time relation of the contact times during one cycle
is given in Fig.3-6. The symbols RR and C relate to the corresponding relais and capacitors of Fig.3-4.

MOTOR PERIOD (tO SI

Fig.3-6. On-off periods of the reed relais.

For reading out after a number of cycles the sampling process is stopped by removing the external delay voltage with a
switch (scan stop in Fig.3-5). The voltage of the three integrator capacitors now appears as a steady value on the digital
voltmeter as the motor action goes on. After recording the capacitor is discharged with a pushbutton switch. When the reading
cycle is complete the delav voltage is switched on again and the
measurement can be repeated without interruption if considered
necessary. Provided that a linear relationship exists between the
signal amplitudes at the sampled points and the output voltage
the time constant can be calculated with (3-4).
The accuracy of the method described above depends on the
quality of the signal but can be increased by repeating the
measurement. A reproducibility of 1% for a signal-to-noise ratio
equal to 5 is typical for the performance of the detection
system. Unlike some other methods of determining time constants
the present technique has the advantage of being objective as it
is independent of the experimenter's personal intervention.
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3.5.3

The threefold external analog memory

In the PAR 160 a feed-back is applied tu the integrator
amplifier in order to increase the overall stability. In this
wa.y the amplification factor is reduced to 10 so that with a
series resistor R and a feed-back capacitor C the time constant
will be approximately 10RC. In the remaining part of this chapter the integrator will be considered as an ordinary series network of a resistor R and a capacitor C.
When the delay voltages and capacitors are periodically
switched in the way shown in Fig.3-6 and V^ is the input voltage
the output voltage of each capacitor after n cycles will be
V n = Vt{l - exp(-nt c /RC)) ,

(3-7)

where t c is the contact time. This expression is only valid when
the leakage resistance of each capacitor is much larger than R.
VJhen tc/RC is made equal in each section an equal response will
occur for an arbitrary number of contact times and in case of an
exponential the time constant can be calculated with (3-4). As
one is only interested in the quantity (Vj-V 2 )/(V 2 -V 3 ) the zero
level must be equal though its value may be arbitrary. In practice the leakage resistances, which are greater than 10 1 1 ohm,
are not exactly equal so small differences between the sections
cannot be avoided. The error introduced for this reason is discussed in Section 3.5.5.
Contact times t c of about 16 s were generated mechanically
with two eccentric wheels mounted on the axis of a synchronous
motor. A revolution period of one minute was obtained by use of
a reducing gear. In order to avoid jitter a third wheel with slip
wire is present on the same axis. The working principle is illustrated in Fig.3-7. The revolving Celoron wheel pushes a phosphor
bronze wire, electroplated with silver, against an adjustable
screw contact by which a current circuit is closed. The current

Fig.3-7. Mechanism for adjustable
integrator contact times.
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passes through a spool located close to a reed relais which now
makes contact and switches on the delay voltage. The wire and
screw contact are insulated from the housing with Teflon rings.
Together with the wire shown in the drawing two other identical
wires form a triangular configuration around the wheel. The
second wheel, indicated by the dotted line in Fig.3-7, provides
the slightly shorter capacitor contact times by having a smaller
protrusion. The adjustment was made by integrating during the
same number of revolutions as during the measurement. For this
purpose the built-in DC offset voltage of the PAR 160 was used as
an input signal.
During the development of this switching device the possibilities for adjustment were tested by measuring the contact
t|imes with an electronic counter. It turned out that the times
diould be made equal to within 0.5%o. For switching small currents
reed relais are very suitable so the wires were used only to
determine the contact time by switching the driving current. The
whole unit including the capacitors was placed in a brass
shielding box while the leads were kept separate to minimize
leakage currents.
3.5.4

External circuitry for the delay voltage; calibration
As already illustrated in Fig.3-5 the points to be measured
were chosen on the time base by connecting three different DC
voltages to the external delay input. In order to obtain the
conversion to timt. of the delay voltage 100 kHz spikes from a
EXTERNAL
• DELAY
INPUT

CALIBRATION

Fig.3-8. External circuitry for the delay voltage
calibration of the time base.
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quartz crystal oscillator were fed into the signal input of the
PAR 160. Referring to Fig.3-8, which gives the delay voltage
circuitry, the calibration proceeds as follows: when the switches
Si and S 2 are in the position shown, three external delay
voltages are connected as determined by the setting of three ten
turn helipots H j , H 2 , H3. Each is adjusted in such a way that a
spike of the calibration signal is sampled giving a maximum output reading on the digital voltmeter. The particular spike which
is sampled can be located on the scope screen by intensifying
the sweep by means of the gate pulses. The actual position and
separation time t s of the chosen calibration points depends on
the roughly known time constant of the photo-signal. The separation is taken approximately equal to this time constant. In order
to have a quick response of the integrator output during the
calibration the switching motor must have been stopped in a position at which no external capacitor is connected to the integrator. Such a position is indicated by the fact that the uA
meter shown in Fig.3-8 indicates no current.
In the measuring position of Si the three reed relais RRj ,
RR 2 , RR3 connect the now calibrated voltages to the external
delay input. The pA meter serves the purpose of monitoring
which voltage is applied and also indicates the moment at which
Sj can be switched to the OFF position for reading out. In the
OFF position no voltage is applied and no integration occurs
because there are no gate pulses generated. The output can be
registrated during the next cycle of the motor.
3.5.5

Discussion of errors in the switched integrator
Deviations from true integration cocur in an electronic integrator mainly by leakage currents in capacitor, amplifier and
wiring. Their influence is treated in textbooks on analog computers9). In the PAR 160 the time constant is reduced to 10RC
by feed-back. This sets a limit to the time in which the averaging process is effective. This limit is considered to be
reached after a time equal to five observed time constants, defined in Section 3.5.2. Typical values for the different quantities in the present experiment are the following: the smallest
internal time constant (R = IK, C = 0,001 yF) was combined with
the external 1 uF capacitors. With a gate pulse width of 1 ps and
50 Hz repetition frequency the observed time constant is 200 s
so with 10 contact times of 16 s the averaging process is still
equally effective over the whole measuring time.
A first cause of systematical errors lies in the time interval between the contact period during which the somewhat unequal
(1% tolerance) capacitors loose their voltage through their own
leakage resistance and the wiring resistance. The total leakage
resistance has been determined to be about 10 1 1 ohm. A maximal
difference of 30% was observed. Adjustment of RC time with small
parallel condensers is not possible for the leakage resistance is
mainly determined by surface conductivity and accordingly tends
to be somewhat independent of the capacity. The leakage resistance would be severly degraded by this technique. As a consequence of leakage a difference of 0.5%o between originally equal
voltages can result after a total time of measurement of ten
minutes.
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A second reason for systematic errors is the continuous
presence of the 0.001 uF internal capacitor. The slightly different external capacitors loose also a different fraction of their
accumulated charge on making contact. However, this fraction is
small as C e x t > ; > C i n t . As is seen in Fig. 3-6 the sampling has already started when C e x t is switched on so C i n t has a voltage
somewhere near the peak value V associated with the sampled
point. It can be shown that when C i n t is charged to the peak
value Vp the output value, which is somewhat larger now, still
is proportional to the input value after an arbitrary number of
contact times provided that the reset value V r is equal to zero.
V7ith a value different from zero the time constant can still be
calculated because the influence of V r cancels according to
Eq.(3-4). The output value of one of the capacitors can be calculated whei. the behaviour in successive cycles is followed. In
the first cycle C e x t has the reset value V r and makes contact
with C i n t which has the peak value V p . After integration during
a time t c the connection is broken. In the next cycle C e x t still
has the charge of the previous breaking moment when leakage
currents are neglected. For the second time connection is made
with Ci n t with peak value V p . Considering the int grator as an
RC network with time constant RC the output V n after n contact
periods will be

Vm« = V^(l-E)
I I — ^ — || +V„
P
,;«! C
'P C e x t

I
1—7T~! +1—^—1] V,T
«; I C ] [ C
(3-8)

in which E = exp(-t c /RC) and C = C i n t + C e x t . Eq.(3-8) shows that
when V r is zero, V n is still proportional to the input value Vp.
Moreover, when C e x t were exactly equal for all three sections,
the term with V r would cancel completely in the calculation of
the time constant according to (3-4). It can be noted that when
t c « RC, which corresponds to true integration, C e x t = C and V r =0
Vn = n
'n

Vp

.

(3-9)

The second term in (3-9) may be of the same order of magnitude as
the first but the output is still proportional to the input. It
can be concluded that due to the presence of C i n t the effective
contact time is increased. Eq.(3-8) further shows that when C e x t
is slightly different in the three sections it will not be possible to obtain an equal response for arbitrary n. The adjustment
to equal output for a fixed n, e.g. 10, is possible and compensates the deviations due to unequal C e x t .
After adjustment of the contact times for an equal output of
3V for 10 revolutions of the motor the DC input value was varied
to check the linearity of each section. In this way it can be
verified whether the outputs remain equal over the whole output
range of the boxcar integrator (0 to 10 V ) . A least squares fit to
the data showed a linear response in each section up to 10 V but
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small differences in slope up to 2 /oo were present. The systematic error in the lifetime for this reason depends on the output
values and the ratio of the measured amplitudes. It can amount to
a few percent but the value of the relative change observed will
hardly be affected by this.
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CHAPTER IV
LIFETIME IN FILAMENTS

4.1

Introduction

As already mentioned in sections 3.1 and 3.2 the time constant in actual samples is different from the one obtained from
recombination theory. The principal reason for this is that,
during recombination, a part of the carriers reaches the surface
by diffusion. In the ideal case the decay is exponential with a
time constant as given by (3-2) or (3-3). In this chapter a discussion is given on the extent to which this ideal situation can
be realized and an estimate of the deviations that must be expected is given.
The differential equations which describe the behaviour of
the electrons and holes are called continuity equations. Analytical solutions can be given when simplifying assumptions are made
such as the equality of excess electron and hole concentrations
and the existence of one constant bulk lifetime. Also, when
applied to the photoconductive decay experiment, the influence of
the electric field is often neglected and the excess concentrations are taken to be small. With these assumptions the two equations reduce to one of which the general solution consists of a
series of terms with successively smaller time constants. As the
higher order terms decay more rapidly the first term dominates
the rate of decay after a sufficiently long time interval. This
first term has a time constant as given i~y (3-2) or (3-3). The
central problem in the present chapter is the question to what
extent higher order terms contribute to the decay in a practical
situation.
In Section 4.2 the continuity equations are derived and
adapted in succession to the experimental situation. Initial and
boundary conditions are discussed.
In Section 4.3 a solution is found, valid for a specimen
like the one shown in Fig.3-1, with the aid of Green's function
technique. The surfaces are supposed to be abraded.
The filament photoconductance, which is the property actually studied, is calculated in Section 4.4. A parameter is introduced which is convenient for the study of the time dependence of
the signal.
Section 4.5 contains the analysis in case of some special
forms of the generation function like a short pulse or a pulse of
prolonged duration followed by an abrupt cut-off. The error in
the filament and bulk lifetime is calculated if the time constant
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is measured with a 'three points' method as described in
Chapter III.
In Section 4.6 some remarks are made on the one dimensional
case which is met in sheets of semiconductor material. The errors
in the effective time constant are illustrated graphically.
The information given in the present chapter is not strictly
necessary for the reading of the following chapters. Instead
quick reference to Section 3.2 can be made.
4 . 2 The continuity equations
According to the definition for the diffusion coefficients Dn
and Dp the current densities J of electrons and holes due to diffusion are given by
,/n = e Dngrad n
(4-1)
J% = -e DDgrad p
Adding to this the conduction current, the total current densities
for electrons and holes are
eDngrad n
(4-2)

Jp =

eDpgrad p

A general expression for the change with time of the electron and
hole concentrations as a function of the spatial coordinates must
also contain the excitation rate G and recombination rates.un and
Up already introduced in Chapter II. The resulting expressions are
called the continuity equations for electrons and holes and have
the form
3n/St = (l/e)div Jn + G - u n
(4-3)
3p/3t =-(l/e)div J p + G - u
When a restriction is made to the situation in which the carrier
recombination in the bulk can be characterized by a common constant lifetime T b and Jn and J are substituted from (4-2) in
(4-3) the continuity equations can be written in terms of the
deviations An,Ap from equilibrium. The result is
p div E - VpE. grad Ap + D p div grad Ap
(4-4)
•g-r— = G - —

+ u n n div E + yn£.grad An + D n div grad An

An, Ap and E are determined when a third relation is taken into
account, namely Poisson's equation
div E = (e/e)(Ap-An)

,

in which e is the permittivity.
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(4-5)

Eq.(4-4) can be simplified when An = Ap. Although it is not
justified in this case to omit without further justification the
terms with div£, as the accompanying factors are large, these
terms can be eliminated from (4-4). After the elimination there
remain no terms with large coefficient of (Ap-An), the approxima
tion An=Ap can be made and only one equation remains
|i£ =

G

- ^

+ D div grad Ap - p£.grad Ap

,

(4-6)

where
"

(4-7),(4-8)

D, the ambipolar diffusion coefficient and p, the drift mobility
are functions of the concentrations and diffusion coefficient of
both types of carrier. Eq.(4-6) expresses the physical fact that
the excess electrons and holes move together as one disturbance
in the specimen.
Effective lifetime measurements are usually made in rectangular parallelepipeds with a field applied parallel to the longest dimension as already shown in Fig.3-1. In this case (4-6) can
be written in the simpler form
= G

_ |E +

D o d iv

grad Ap - y 0 E x f^E ,

(4-9)

in which Ap is supposed to be small compared with nO/Po so that D
and y can be replaced by their equilibrium values Do and uo,
which are constants. Eq.(4-9) is an inhomogeneous partial differential equation. The general solution can be written as separate
functions of space and time and is subjected to the initial and
boundary conditions imposed by the experiment.
The boundary conditions arise from the fact that the surface
can play a very active role in the recombination of the carriers.
This role is characterized by the surface recombination velocity
s, which is defined by the relations
= + sAp

at x = 0, 2A

,

- D03Ap/3y = + sAp

at y = 0, 2B

,

- D03Ap/8z = + sAp

at z = 0, 2C

,

Q

(4-10)

supposing equal s on all faces of the filament which lie at the
indicated positions. It can be noted that solution methods of
heat conduction problems can be adapted to the present problem as
the surface radiation condition has the same form as (4-10).
Solutions of (4-9) are given by several authors; only a few
are referred to here 1 ' 2 ' 3 '"' s ). In most treatments the electric
field term is supposed to be small; it is usually omitted and
only the one or two dimensional case is treated. These simplifications find their justification in experimental considerations:
the electric field term must be kept small to avoid sweep-out of
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carriers out of the sample and the injected carriers must be kep\
away from the end contacts to avoid photo-voltaic effect!. Moreover, in the case of specimens, which are not completely homogeneous, drift to regions of different lifetime must be avoided.
As for initial conditions the assumption of homogeneous injection is made in most treatments. This is accomplished in practice to some extent by using an optical filter of the same substance. Such a filter should be at least as thick as the sample
itself 7 ) but even then one has only an approximation to uniform
excess generation. Some sort of compromise must be made as in the
ideal case the absorption coefficient should be zero and no
photo-signal would remain.
. :
The most realistic treatments on the point of agreement wit| ;
experimental conditions are those of Ridley1*) and Nomura and
;
Blakemore 5 ). Solutions for the one dimensional case without fielfc:
terra are given by Ridley in case of illumination with monochromatic light. When the illumination is in the z-direction, the absorption coefficient is a and the intensity is I, the generation
function G is
G = G(z) = al exp(-az) .

(4-11)

Results are presented for decay from steady state distribution as
well as from pulsed distribution. The ratio of measured lifetime
to the filament lifetime, given by (3-3) , is calculated. Blakemorand Nomura 5 ) give a solution in the two dimensional case also
without field term. Only the situation with s = <*> is treated but ,
the generation function G can be any function of space and time.
Solutions for several special cases are worked out and illustrate
in graphical and tabular form. Their presentation, which employs
the method of Green's functions, is particularly useful for a dift
cussion of errors involved in the measurement of lifetime with th
photoconductive decay method. However, their calculation ultimately is limited again to injection with monochromatic light during
a very brief period or generation at a uniform rate followed by
an abrupt cut-off at a time t*. In the discussion of errors
Blakemore and Nomura use the logarithmic decrement of the signal
amplitude at a particular point as a definition of the time con-i
stant. Although this is mathematically correct it has no direct
relation to ordinary experimental techniques for obtaining time
constants. For this reason the solution of the continuity equation according to Blakemore and Nomura is studied in the next
sections with special reference to the practical method of three
fixed points as a function of position on the signal, in order to
obtain a comparison with the 'three points' method presented in
Chapter III.

4.3

Solution of the continuity equation for a rectangular
filament with abraded surface

i'
!

In this section a solution is given of (4-9) for the case in ^
which the electric field is small so that the last term can be
f
omitted. When a new variable ij/(x,y,z,t) is introduced, defined by I f
Ap(x,y,z,t) = exp(-t/xb)4i(x,y,z,t)
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,

(4-12)

I

I

Eq. ( 4-9 ) becomes
3<J*/3t = D Q div grad ^ + G exp(t/x b )

.

(4-13)

In the case of abraded surfaces (s= ci;} the boundary conditions are
i> = 0

at x =

0,2A, y = 0,2B, z = 0,2C

.

(4-14)

The initial condition is I|I = 0 at t = 0. The solution of a partial differential equation like (4-13) can be written in terms of
a Green's function. In case of the mentioned simple initial and
boundary conditions, in which it vanishes at the surface and at
t=0, two terms in the general expression become zero after which
only one term remains
t 2A 2B 2C

* = J J / / G exp(t o /T b )
0 0

0 0

* <%?(x,y,z,t]xo,y0,zo/to)dxody0dz0dt0

,

(4-15)

in which ^? is the Green's function. An extensive account of the
Green's function technique as applied to the diffusion equation
can be found in Morse and Feshbach"). A short description of the
steps which lead to the solution of (4-13) is given here.
The Green's functions must satisfy the equation
3^/3t = D o div grad ^

+ 6 (r- rQ) 5 (t-tc)

,

(4-16)

in which 6(r-r0)<5(t-t0) is a 6 function present at (r o ,t o ) and r
stands for (x,y,z). The Green's function ^ has the same boundary
conditions as if;. ^ may be expanded in terms of the eigenfunctions of the equation
div grad

Uijk

+ (n? + Cj J- Ck) u ijk

=

°

'

(4-17)

which form a complete set and are subjected to the same boundary
conditions as tg. The resulting expansion is
cijk(t,t0)ui3k(r)uijk(r0)

,

(4-18)

in which the coefficients c^^^ are time dependent. Tor the determination of Cijfc (4-18) is substituted in (4-16) and the fact
that .1 UijfcCrJUijk(r0) = 6(r-r 0 ) is taken into account. After
equating term by term the coefficients c i j k (t,t 0 ) are found. Substitution in (4-i8) gives the Green's function. In the present
case it has the form

^(r,t| rQ,t0) = 6(t-t0) £ exp(-^{ii + ll + ^-} {t-tQ))
x uijk(r)uijk(r0)

,

(4-19)
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i n which
u ^
and

= ( A B C ) ~ ^ s i n ; i ~ x / 2 A ) s i n ( jny/2B)sin(kTTz/2C)

9(t-t0)

= 0
= 1

for t < t Q ,
for t > t Q ;

,

(4-20)

i,j,k are all positive integers.

When (4-19) is substituted in (4-15) and the original variable Ap(x,,y,z,t) is reintroduced by the use of (4-12), the required
solution is obtained. In this solution, as given in (4-22) , a
restriction has been made to two dimensions. Moreover, generation
functions as would be met when moving light pulses are used, are
excluded so it is supposed that G can be written as
G = s(t)Gor(y,z)

,

(4-21)

in which r(y,z) is a function of the coordinates. When G is given
by (4-21) the solution for Ap is
Ap(y,z,t) = (BC)

exp(-t/Tfc,)i exp(-u jkt) sin (j

x sin(kTTz/2C)Yjk

,

(4-22)

in which
3

4

Bz

C2

and
YJK

=

t
2B 2C
/s(to)exp{(T^ + v. k )t 0 }dt 0 / | Gor(yO/Zo)
0
0 0
* sin(JTTyo/2B)sin(kirzo/2C)dyodzo

.

(4-24)

It is seen from (4-24) that the decay will in general not be exponential but will be governed by many modes of recombination.
The treatment of errors with respect to photoconductive decay
measurements is centred around the question whether one can be
sure that the fundamental (j=l, k=l) mode determines the behaviour in time of the excess carriers in a good approximation. In
practical situations this is never a completely correct assumption but an estimate can be made of the extent of attenuation of
the higher order modes described by large v^k.
4.4

The time dependence of the filament photoconductance

The quantity which is observed experimentally is the decrease of the excess conductance of the specimen, which is proportional to the total number of holes per unit length when the
deviation from equilibrium is small 6 ). This total number is
given by
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N(t)

2B 2C
= /
/
Ap dydz
0 0

which becomes
N(t)

after

,

(4-25)

substitution

s i n 2 (jir/2)sin2 (kir/2) r

= — exp{-(l/ib)(t-t*))l
Tt

2

o f (4-22)
i k

(t)

,(4-26)

jk

in which
T j k (t)

= (Y j k /jk)exp{-(u j k t

+ t*/T b )} .

(4-27)

In the expression for N(t) (4-26) a time t * is introduced,
which is convenient when those situations are described at which
the light is cut off abruptly a t t=t*. For t > t * all Yjk become
constant and each rjk(t) decays exponentially with a time c o n stant equal t o (Vjfc)" 1 . A l s o , for t>t*, N(t) decreases with time
if N(t) * 0.
The sin 2 terms in (4-26), for which j o r k or both are even,
are zero so these modes do not contribute to N ( t ) . When j and k
are both odd the sin 2 terms are equal to 1 from which it follows
that
N(t) = — exp{-v b (t-t*)}
TT2

I Tjk(t)
odd j,k

,

(4-28)

in which v b = l/x b . This expression can be written in a form
which has a more obvious physical significance

N(t)/N(t*)

= exp{-v. ( t - t * ) )

I

rjk(t)

I

r jk (t»)

odd

odd j ,k
def exp{-vb(t-t*)}F(t)

,

(4-29)

in which F(t) is the fraction of the number of carriers present
at time t* that has been spared from surface recombination up to
time t.
In general a time dependent time constant x can be defined
with the relation
1/T = -d/dt{lnN(t)} = \>b - d/dt{lnF(t)} def v b +v s (t) . (4-30)
When the complete expression for vs(t) is examined for t » t* it
can be noted that vs(t) = v n « In this case x is equal to the
true filament lifetime ( v ^ v ^ ) " 1 , already introduced in 3.2.
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4.5

Special examples of the generation function; systematic
errors in the bulk lifetime

The central problem in the calculation of N(t) for a known
generation function G is the determination of Yjk b v carrying out
the integral of (4-24). Blakemore and Nomura 5 ) gave solutions for
the decay after a very short pulse of penetrating light and after
a similar pulse of non-penetrating light with absorption coefficient a. The case of a very long period of spatially uniform generation followed by an abrupt cut-off at t=t* is also treated.
From the solution for N(t) the measured time constant at any moment t, as defined in (4-30), can be found. After this a calculation of the error which occurs in v b can be given as follows: the
observed recombination rate, equal to the logarithmic decrement
of N(t), is interpreted by the observer as being vb+vii but is
actually v b +v s (t). When Vbm is the bulk recombination rate that
is 'measured1 in this way the following relation is valid
v

bm

=

v

b

+

u

s ( t ) ~ v ll •

(4-31)

The percentage error in v^, which is equal to 100{ (Vbm/vt,) -1}
depends on t but also on the cross-sectional geometry.
For a sample of square cross-section a great simplification
of the expressions for F(t) and v g (t) occurs thanks to the fact
that all v- k are simple functions of vi^ = I T 2 D / 2 C of the form
^jk = *s(J 2 +k 2 )v u

.

(4-32)

According to (4-27) the following relation is also valid for B=C
drjlc(t)/dt = -!s(j2+k2) r j k (t)

.

(4-33)

The problem that will be discussed here is that of the decay
following after exposure to a very short pulse of monochromatic
non-penetrating light incident in the z-direction. This is the
case with the closest resemblance to the actual experiment that
still has a relatively simple solution. When the absorption coefficient is a and the pulse is described by a 6-function at t=t*
the generation function G is given by
G(t 0 ) = <5(to-t*)Goexp(-azo)

.

(4-34)

r-jk(t) is obtained by carrying out the integrals in (4-24). The
resulting expression for Yjk is substituted in (4-27). When B=C
the relation (4-32) can further be used to obtain F(t) from (4-29)
I

(j 2 k 2 {l+(2aC/kTT) 2 })" 1 exp{-3 5 (j 2 +k 2 )v 11 (t-t*)}

-±±

— :
I

.(4.35)

(j 2 k 2 (l + (2aC/kTT)2})-1

odd j, k
The surface recombination term v s (t) has been defined in (4-30)
to be -d/dt{lnF(t)}. From this
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1

odd j,k
(2aC/k7T)2})"1exp{-J5(j2+k2)v11(t-t*)}

I

odd j,k
(4-36)

the behaviour in time of F(t) and vsit)/vli for a = 5IT/2C is
illustrated in Fig.4-1 and Fig.4-2. As is seen from (4-35) and
4-36) v n can be used to normalize the time axis. The plots,
ihuch are taken from Nomura and Blakemore, indicate clearly that
,'r.e fundamental mode describes only a small part of the decay
because of the fact that v s / v t l approaches the value one only for
arge t. a = 5TT/2C has been chosen because this value is repre;entative for a wavelength range that is mainly responsible for

1.0

0.8 •
0.6

V

F(t)
t

•

0.4modes

0.211 mode
0.1

i

0.2

0.6 0

0.2

0.6

Fig.4-1. The fraction of the carriers that has not been subjected
to surface recombination as a function of time following
a 6-pulse with a = 5ir/2C (after Blakemore) .
Fig.4-2. va as a function of time for the decay after carcier
generation with a 6-pulse with a = 5TT/2C (after
Blakemore).

e photo-signal in germanium. This has been shown by de Vore 9 ):
t Jr large s and steady state conditions the photo-signal in
c irmanium mainly originates from light for which 0.1<2aC<100. For
I ilsed conditions as described here the maximum l i e s at 2aC = 5.
When v s ( t ) / v n i s known the percentage error in v^m can be
c ilculated by using (4-31) and i s given by
100{(v bm /v b )-l} = 100

{vs(t)/vn}-l
(4-37)

'11
According to (4-2D) the remaining fraction N(t)/N(t*) of the
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signal originally present at t=t* is equal to exp{-(%/vjj)vj {
•* (t-t*) }F (t) , so for given values of N(t)/N(t*) and Vb/Vll t n e
numerical value of v>n(t-t*) can be calculated when F(t) is taken
from (4-35). Using (4-36), v s ( t ) / v M is known and also the porcentage error in the bulk recombination rate according to (4-37).
The calculated errors are presented in Table 4-1 below.
The recombination rate which is obtained experimentally
usually does not coincide with the one used above and defined in
(4-30) as the logarithmic decrement of N ( t ) . When discrete points
on the signal are sampled, for instance three as described in
Chapter III, this leads to a time constant as given in (3-4) which
is equal to the logarithmic difference quotient. However, as is
shown below, when this definition is used the error calculation
can proceed in the same way as described above provided that the
separation t s of the measured points is equal to a whole number
of times the true filament lifetime ( v ^ v ^ ) " 1 . Two distributions
of the three points on the signal are examined which, accordingly,
also lead to different definitions of time constant. When the
decay of N(t) can be described by the fundamental mode the signal
is a true exponential and all definitions are equivalent.
In the first method two points are taken at a separation t s
while the third is located in the tail of the signal where N(t)
has decayed to approximately zero. The time constant is defined
by the logarithmic difference quotient
/NCti+tg)}

,

(4-38)

in which ti is the position of the first point. When (4-29) is
substituted for N(ti) and N(tj+t s ) it turns out th^t a surface
term v s (t) can be defined in a similar way as in ( -30)
1/T = v b +(l/t s )ln{F(t 1 )/F(t 1 +t s )} def v b +v s (t 1 )

.

(4-39)

The quantity y s (t)/v 11 which is used in the error calculation according to (4-37) can be written as a function of v b /vii and
vn(t-t*) when t s is taken to be equal to the true filament lifetime (vb+vii)" 1 . This can be seen referring to the expression for
F(t) (4-35). In F(ti+t s ) the quantity v n ( t p t * ) is replaced by
v
ll^ t l + ( v b +v l l ) " 1 " ^ } which is equal to v^l {ti-t*} + { (v b /vj i) +1}~ 1
Also ( l / v n t s ) = (vb/vil)+l which only contains v>b/vl 1 - Ifc c a n
thus be concluded that the error calculation can proceed in the
same way as described above when F(t) from (4-35) is substituted
in (4-39). For the purpose of comparison in Table 4-1, the point
tl is equal to the point at which the logarithmic derivative has
been calculated. This also applies to the other experimental
method to be described next.
In the second experimental method the three points are at
equal distance t s . In this case the same arguments as given above
are valid and the time constant is given by
N(t 1 )-N(t 1 +t s )
l/i = d / t s ) l n { N ( t i + t s ) _ N ( t i + 2 t s ) }
from which, when t g =
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def v b + v s

,

(4-40)

Table 4-1. Errors in the measurement of bulk and filament
recombination rate for carrier generation with
a short pulse of monochromatic light with
absorption coefficient a = 5TT/2C for different
methods of obtaining the time constant of
decay.

N(t) /N(t*) = 0.50
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0.08
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400
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100
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10

0.6
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100
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2

f
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fl

f
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2

f3
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4
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7
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0.7
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28

24
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35

18

10

1.2

30

26

21

19
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23

100
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12

12

10

10

11

11
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[t,+ts)exp((4-41) again contains only v b /vjj and v ^ f t - t )).
In table 4-1 different errors, as calculated in this way,
are given. The followinq quantities are tabulated:
fj = percentage error in the bulk recombination rate following
the method of logarithmic decrement (Nomura, Blakemore 5 ));
ft = percentage error in the bulk recombination rate when two
points and the zero level of the signal are determined (Eq,(4-39));
f^ = percentage error in the bulk recombination rate when three
points at equal distance are measured (Eq.(4-41))j
fj, t\> fj are the corresponding errors in the filament recombination rate, which are given by 100{{v b +v a )/(v b +vji)-1}.
An estimate of the errors fj.f^ffj is important for the purpose
of the determination of the ambipolar diffusion coefficients in
specimens with large bulk lifetime. Table 4-1 also contains the
position of the first point tj in units of true filament lifetime (vjj + v n ) " 1 . This point t t was calculated by making a computer plot of N(t)/N(t*) for the different values of Vt,/\i\\ as a
function of v n ( t - t * ) . For a particular value of N(t)/N(t*),
v u U - t * ) is thus obtained graphica] ly. After this, (t-t*) in
units ( v b + v u ) ~ l c a n b e calculated by dividing the value read
from the plot by vjj(v b +vii)~ l . This is equivalent to multiplication by { (\)b/^i i ) + l} , so again, as in all calculations of this
section, only the quotient Vj^/v^ has to be given as a parameter.
It is seen from Table 4-1 that the errors are all positive,
which means that in all cases a value of the lifetime is measured
which is too small. For small tj the two experimental methods
give an error which, in comparison to the mathematical method, is
not so excessively large. Fcr large t 1 this difference persists
but becomes small. The method with the third point at the zero
level gives the smallest error but has the disadvantage of possible signal distortion in that range resulting from the low frequency cut-off of the amplifier. Also it shows that it is always
advisable to make the measurements as late as possible in the
decay. The limiting factor in this respect will be the associated
decreasing signal-to-noise ratio. This also applies when semiconductor filters are used in an attempt to make the light more
penetrating. By the resulting loss in amplitude it becomes increasingly difficult to keep the scattering of measuring points
within reasonable limits.
Nomura and Blakemore showed that even with completely penetrating light the errors, as calculated above, are still of the
order of 5 to 10%. In order to improve this they advised the
masking of the part of the front face, which lies near to the
edges y=0, y=2B. The physical reason for this procedure is that
during the initial decay the specimen can now behave as if having
non-recombinative side-faces by which v s (t) has a smaller value
and approaches more closely to v ^ (in fact v s ( t ) / v n can have at
some moment a value smaller than one). The errors calculated in
the same way as before will now be much smaller. In the late
decay the side faces have more influence but now higher order
modes have disappeared to a large extent so the errors maintain
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the same small value. The calculation for the case of specimen
masking, as described, was performed by Nomura and Blakemore for
completely penetrating light. The errors are of the order of 1 %
even for N(t)/N(t*) = 0.50. However, the impression exists that
these small errors are a little fortuitous and mainly due to the
completely penetrating light. In order to verify this the errors
were recalculated when using the specimen masking as described
before but now with carriers generated by light with absorption
coefficient a = 5TT/2C. The results showed indeed that the errors
are only about 3% smaller than without masking so that under more
realistic experimental conditions the technique recommended by
Blakemore and Nomura gives only a small improvement.
4.6

The filament lifetime in a flat specimen (one dimensional
case)

The measurements involving the determination of the ambipolar diffusion coefficients were performed in sheets of semiconductor material. For this reason some attention is given here
to the one dimensional case which, mathematically, is simpler. In
(4-35), valid for a square cross-section, an expression has been
given for F(t) in the case of a short pulse of absorption coefficient a. The one dimensional analogon of (4-35) can be found by
considering that now vk = k2Vj^ after which 1/j2 can be divided
From this
F(t)

I
(l/k 2 ){l+(2aC/k7i) z }" 1 exp{-k z v 1 ( t - t * ) }
= °ld_k
_ (4-42)
I
( l / k 2 ) ( l + (2aC/k7r)2}
odd k

According to (4-29) N(t)/N(t*) again is a function of vjj/vi and
vi(t-t*) and a table similar to 4-1 can be calculated. A restriction is made here to the error in the effective time constant
(Vk+Vg)"1. Following Ridley1*) this error is illustrated graphically in Fig.4-3 by plotting the fraction (Vb+Vj)/(vb+vs) as a function of 2aC. In the calculation of the graph it is supposed that
the amplitude of two points of the signal have been determined at
t-t* = (Vb+Vj)"1, 2(v b +v 1 )~ 1 respectively. In this case Vg/Vj at
both points only depends on the quotient Vj^/v^ according to
(4-42) and (4-39) and vb/Vj can be used as a parameter to obtain
the universal curves of Fig.4-3. Instead of this (4C2/D0)(Vb+Vl)
which is equal to r,2{ (Vb/v^) +1} has been taken as a parameter in
agreement with Ridley. Fig.4-4 also gives a plot of (Vb+vi)/(Vb/vs)
as a function of 2aC but now with the position of the first point
t\ as a parameter. The curves shown are calculated for (4C2/D0)
x(vb+Vi) = 30 which would be valid in an n-type Ge specimen for
which D o = 50 cm 2 /s, 2C = 0.2 cm, ib = 40 vs. Identical plots,
not shown here, have been made for three equidistant points in
which case va/\>i is calculated from (4-41). The errors found are
about 4% larger which is a result similar to the one found in the
filaments with square cross-section.
In general, it is seen from the plots that the deviation
from true filament lifetime becomes smaller when the measurement
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CHAPTER V
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

5.1

Introduction

The experimental results presented in this chapter can be
subdivided in three sections.
1. Lifetime measurements in samples with etched sides. In
these samples no consistent data could be obtained when pressure
was applied. The reproducibility turned out to be poor and slow
hysteresis effects were observed when the pressure was changed.
The observed phenomena are attributed to the influence of surface
effects. A description of the behaviour typical for etched
samples is given in 5.2.
2. Results for specimens with abraded sides show a high
degree of reproducibility in all cases. From high bulk lifetime
material the ambipolar diffusion coefficients in n-type and ptype Ge were obtained. Deviations of the order of 10 percent from
the hitherto accepted values were observed. In order to allow for
a comparison with literature data the sample resistivity was determined simultaneously with the lifetime. From this some conclusions concerning the variation of the electron and hole mobilities
with pressure could be drawn. The observed effect of pressure on
the recombination rate is very small but its temperature variation follows reasonably well that of the calculated pressure effect on D. This provides strong evidence for the fact that in
specimens with a larger recombination term the effect of pressure
on Tb can be detected in a reliable way. The data concerning D
and its pressure dependence are presented in Sections 5.3 to 5.5.
3. Measurements in material with bulk lifetime reduced by yirradiation, as given in 5.6, show a change of this property with
pressure. In 25 ohmcm n-type material doped with Sb this pressure
effect depends strongly on temperature. An explanation is suggested which is based on the two level recombination model frora
Chapter II. Results for two 3 ohmcm Ge specimens, also doped with
Sb, which were annealed at different temperatures after irradiation, also indicate that the presence of traps is clearly visible
in the pressure effect, especially when the temperature variation
of the last quantity is studied.
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5.2

Lifetime measurements under hydrostatic pressure in n-type
Ge samples with etched surface

The usual technique for measuring the bulk lifetime is the
determination of the time constant in thick samples in which the
contribution of the surface is made small by etching. The resulting low value of s is preserved during the experiment by vacuum
pumping and Eq.l3-2) is assumed to remain valid. The surface term
is very often neglected completely and so the measured time constant is assumed to be equal to the bulk lifetime T b . However, at
lower temperatures s does not retain its small room temperature
value as has been shown by Fan, Navon and Gebbie 1 ) and Lautz and
Schultz 2 ). s increases from about 200 to 1000 cm s"1 at -100 C.
When it, is not very small in this region the above value of s is
large enough to make surface corrections necessary even in thick
samples.
This technique was extensively tested using the pressure
equipment described in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2. However, it
showed little promise for the study of lifetime under pressure
because of the occurrence of hysteresis effects and slow deterioration of surface properties. The results, obtained with different pressure media such as nitrogen, argon and helium, were all
essentially the same. It was concluded that with etched samples
only rough information concerning the bulk properties can be obtained.
A typical behaviour is illustrated in Fig.5-1, which contains results for 19 ohmcm n-type Ge at C C. A thin flat slab
with dimensions 2.08x1.08x0.05 cm 3 has been used to demonstrate
more clearly the influence of the surface. Going from low to high
pressures the measured lifetime shows a maximum in the region
between 1 and 2 kbar. The position of this maximum depends on the
size of the steps with which the pressure is changed. When the
pressure is released the points fall in a straight line. After
standing overnight at a pressure of 200 bar the sample yields a
N19
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Fig.5-1. Lifetime, in dependence on pressure, in etched germanium.
Fig.5-2. Photo-conductivity of etched Ge at increasing and
decreasing pressure.
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lifetime which has decreased to a value smaller than the beginning value of the cycle. In the following run a similar curve,
not coincident with the previous one, can be obtained proceeding
in the same way. After repeated pressure cycles the lifetime has
reached a much lower value and the observed changes also become
accordingly smaller.
Similar effects were found when the steady state photoconductivity change in the same specimen was studied as a function
of pressure. In this experiment light from a Tungsten ribbon lamp
caused a deviation from the dark voltage. While the dark voltage
turned out to be completely reproducible, the photovoltage
changed qualitatively in the same way as the lifetime. In Fig.5-2
the relative change of the sample voltage at constant light flux
is plotted against the pressure. It is seen that the points for
increasing and decreasing pressure do not coincide. Just as in
the case of the lifetime a quite different value is found when
the specimen is left in the dark for a period of 18 hours.
A separate experiment was carried out in order to study slow
changes which occur after a variation in the pressure of the gas
medium. A typical result obtained in a specimen with dimensions
approximately equal to 20*2*2 rtun3 is given in Fig.5-3. An increase in nitrogen pressure from 176 to 987 bar caused a slow increase of the lifetime which persisted for several days; a decrease from 885 to 168 bar brought about a corresponding slow decrease. The slow effect was in either case preceded by a stepwise
change towards greater lifetime.
N19

e°c
etched with Cf
2x0.2x0.2 cm3

300
days after
pressure change
10

Fig.5-3. Lifetime in etched Ge as a function
of time after a change in pressure.

The observed effects are not quantitatively reproducible and
have to be ascribed to the fact that a surface with small s is
very unstable under these conditions. The conclusion, that surface properties and not those of the bulk cause the instability,
can be drawn from the observation that after abrasion of the surface completely reproducible data were obtained in all specimens.
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5. 3

Lifetime and resistivity measurement in n- and p-type
Ge samples with abraded surface

S.3.l

Resistivity measurements
Following the discussion in Chapter IV, the ambipolar diffusion constant D can be determined by using the relation (3-2)
which will be recalled here
T"1 = t"1 + * ! D/d 2

•

(5-1)

b

This relation is to a good approximation valid for a flat sample
with thickness d when s has been made large by abrading. Upon
variation of the cross-section dimension d the diffusion constant
D can be found from the slope of the straight line obtained by
plotting 'T2/d2 versus T" 1 .
As D contains the carrier concentrations and mobilities according to Eq.(4-7), additional resistivity measurements were
made as a function of temperature- and pressure in order to allow
for a comparison with a diffusion constant calculated from literature data. A simple DC method was used in which the voltages
across the specimen and a 100 ohm standard resistor in series
were compared with a digital voltmeter. The current direction
was, just as in the lifetime measurement, parallel to the longest
dimension. The resistance was in each case determined immediately
after the lifetime and was also used as an indication that temperature equilibrium was established after a pressure change. A
waiting period of two minutes was sufficient, as could be concluded from a stable meter indication.
The medium resistivity n- and p-type Ge, employed for the
diffusion constant measurement, was doped with Sb and Ga respectively and is in the following referred to as N19 and P35. The
numbers are the approximate values of the resistivity at 300 K.
Flat specimens were used in all measurements. The two largest
dimensions were about 1.9><1.3 czi2 while the thickness varied from
0.08 to 1.8 cm. The precise values, as determined with a Mahr
micrometer, are given in the Tables 5-1 and 5-II below.
In both materials the maximum in the resistance versus temperature curve, which lies in the transition between the extrinsic and the intrinsic region, was found at about 20 C. The effect
of pressure on the resistance was linear at all temperatures in
N19 while a slight curvature was noticed in P35. The 0 and 1 kbar
values deduced from the plots are presented in Table 5-1.
The lowest temperature is particularly interesting as both
materials exhibit extrinsic behaviour, which means that the resistance change is due to the mobility variation alone. When the
relative mobility change with pressure is calculated from the resistance values at -7 C in Table 5-1, a correction must be applied for the change of the dimensions with pressure which has
effect on the carrier concentration as well as on the resistivity.
Taking
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Table 5-1. Resistance values of n- and p-type germanium at
two pressures in the transition region.
N19

°c

J . 94" 1.24"0.1150 cm 3
R ( O kbar)ohm

R 1( 1 kbar)ohm

o

-7
8
25
33

250. 84
271. 09
270.,13
251.,81

P35

°C

+ 1.16
+ 2.09
+ 6.47
+11.21

1 .90* 1.22x0 .0889 cm3
R

-7
8
25
33

252.,00
273..18
276.,60
263..02

AR (ohm kbar"

0<°

kbar)ohm

R

1( 1 kbar)ohm

612 .4
663 .9
620,.3
529 .8

610 .8
666 .7
641 .6
561 .0

AR (ohm kbar"1)
- 1.6
+ 2.8
+21 .3
+ 31.2

in which < is the compressibility (1.35><1Q
bar" for Ge) , a relative mobility change for electrons is found equal to

^

fe\

5

"6

"1

3

>

while for holes
(5-4)
The compressibility correction in (5-2) gives a contribution in
(5-3) and (5-4) of -G.9xlO~6 bar" 1 . This is far from negligible,
especially in comparison with the small change of the hole mobility. A detailed comparison of (5-3) and (5-4) with literature
values is hindered by a lack of information about the question
whether a compressibility correction has been applied. For electrons the following values for the relative mobility change are
found in literature: -lQxio"6 3 ) , -8.6*10~ 6 **), -5.5xiO~6 5 ) . For
the case of the hole mobility the slight increase under pressure,
as given in (5-4), has also been observed from drift mobility
experiments by Smith6) and Landwehr 7 ). Both authors, independently, have found the same value: +1.3xlO~6 bar"1 for the relative
change of the hole mobility under pressure. This value is confirmed by direct resistance values, given in Refs.3 and 6, as can
be concluded when (5-2) is applied.
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5.3.2

Lifetime measurements
From the initial measurements (see 5.2) it appeared that the
bulk lifetime in N19 and P35 was greater than 500 us. When the
sample thickness is smaller than 0.2 cm the surface term in (5-1)
is dominant: this can be inferred from the values D n = 90 cm ! s~ 1 ,
Dp = 44 c r s " 1 taken from literature. Therefore, provided the
small term l/tb does not change too rapidly, it seems reasonable
that a change under pressure can be attributed to a change in D.
However, as will be seen below, especially in the thickest sample
with d = 0.1849 cm, this assumption is not completely justified,
for the influence of the small bulk recombination term is clearly
visible in the pressure effect.
The specimens were cut perpendicular to the (111) direction
from the ingot crystal. Separate samplas, varying in diameter,
were used which has a disadvantage with respect to the technique
of abrading the same specimen to a smaller thickness as variations in bulk lifetime may influence the results somewhat more.
When proceeding in this way, however, an eventual later extension
of the temperature range is possible. Four sample thicknesses of
N19 were used ranging from 0.8 to 1.8 mm. The two other dimensions were approximately 19.5*12.5 mm2. The exact values, as determined with a Mahr micrometer, are given in Table 5-II. For P35
T values were obtained for two thicknesses: 1.521 and 0.889 mm.
Using the equipment and measuring technique described in
Chapter III a plot of T^P was made for each of the specimens at
four temperatures: - 7 , 8, 25 and 33°C. To this end the pressure
was varied in steps of about 200 bar up to a maximum of about
2.5 kbar. The points were taken for increasing as well as for decreasing pressure. Although the spread in the points was in some
cases (especially for the thinner samples) rather large the effects found in the etched samples were no longer observed. The
average number of points in each plot was about 25.
In the majority of the plots a straight line was fitted to
the points by the least squares procedure. An exception to this
are the 8°C plots for the 0.1849 and 1.1325 cm N19 specimens and
the 25°C plot for the 0.1521 cm P35 specimen in which a very
slight curvature was noticed. In these cases the fit was made
with a parabola. All points were given an equal weight in the
fitting procedure. From a total of 24 plots a list of numerical
values of x at 0 and 1 kbar, resulting from the least squares
calculation, is presented in Table L»-II. The change in recombination rate per kilobar, as calculated from the data in Table 5-II,
is plotted in Fig.5-9 together with the uncertainty in this quantity. It is seen in Fig.5-9 that this uncertainty is largest for
the smaller x valuer (about 10 us) , which were found in the
thinnest samples.
At all temperatures and cross-sections the same features
were found. In the first place, there was no longer a lack of reproducibility as was the case for the measurements in the etched
samples. This demonstrates clearly that the bulk properties do
not change irreversibly under pressure. In the second place all
pressure effects are smaller than 2% per kilobar and are, in the
majority of the plots, of the order of the scatter of the successive points. The larger diffusion constant for electrons is reflected in the smaller value of T for P35. Figs. 5-4 to 5-7 give
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Table 5-II. Sample lifetimes in n- and p-type germanium at two pressures in dependence
of specimen thickness and temperature.

N19
8 °C

-7 °C

25 °C

33 °C

1 ]cbar

0 kbar

1 kbar

0 kbar

1 kbar

0 1*bar

1 kbar

53.53

52 .81

59 .10

58 .85

62 .70

62 .82

63 .06

63 .39

28.47
23.92
12.39

28 .01

31 .54

31 .38

34 .06

34 .03

33 .87

34 .09

23 .63

25 .78

25 .60

26 .15

26 .12

26 .45

26 .51

12 .47

13 .35

13 .33

14 .11

14 .27

14 .03

14 .37

specimen dimensions
(cm3)

0 kbar

1.99 x 1.30 x 0.1849
1.95 x 1.29 x 0.1325
1.94 x 1.24 x 0.1150
1.94 x 1.24 x 0.0807

P35
8 °C

-7 °C

33 C>C

25 °C

1 kbar

o kbar

1 kbar

0 <bar

1 kbar

0 kbar

] kbar

22.23

22 31

23 .59

23 .59

25 .91

27. 59

27. 31

6.82

6. 89

7 .37

7 .23

8 .33

25 .92
8 .27

8. 88

8. 80

specimen dimensions
(cm3)

0 kbar

2.04 x 1.25 x 0.1521
1.90 x 1.22 x 0.0889

four of the 24 plots of the observed x versus pressure. It is
seen that the scatter in Fig.5-5 is larger than in Fig.5-4, 5-6
and 5-7. This is due to the fact that the criterion used for the
position of the first measured point on the signal, namely more
than one observed lifetime after the end of the injecting light
pulse, resulted in a signal amplitude no more than twice the
electrical noise in this case.
N19
d=0.0807cm

N19
d=0.1849 cm
-7.01

13
us

12

—P
2Wbar

2kbor

Fig.5-4, Fig.5-5. The effective lifetime at -7°C in two N19 specimens
with different thickness as a function of pressure.

N19
d= 0.1150 cm
33°C

T

28
us "t

P35
d=0.15205cm
8JD°C

2t

27
—O

Q

Q

w
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Q

o
o

twG

23 -

26

—P

— P
i

2kbar

F i g . 5 - 6 . The e f f e c t i v e
as a function
F i g . 5 - 7 . The e f f e c t i v e
as a function

5.4

Q

.

l

.

2 k bar

l i f e t i m e a t 33 C i n a N19 specimen
o f pressure.
l i f e t i m e a t 8°C i n a P35 specimen
o f pressure.

Ambipolar diffusion constants in n- and p-type germanium

In order t o obtain D, p l o t s were made according to (5-1) of
1/T from Table 5-II against ir2d"2 at 0 and 1 kbar. Four curves
for 0 kbar are shown in Fig.5-8, which contain the -7 C and 33°C
points for N19 and P35. For the sake of c l a r i t y only t h i s limited
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number of points from Table 5-II has been plotted. The four
points at each temperature and pressure for N19 lie to a good
approximation on a straight line whose slope gives the value of
D. The slopes for N13 were determined with the least squares computer program °1378C of the Van der Waals Laboratory, also used
for the lifetime measurements. With this program a polynomial of
any degree can be fitted to experimental points and the standard
deviation and associated uncertainties in the coefficients are
calculated. In case of P35 only two points have been determined
at each temperature so D has been calculated directly and an estimate of error is only possible by comparison with the results
for N19.
U05

1.5x10

0.993

0.811mm

-

5*10 -

500

1500 cm" 2

Fig.5-8. The effective lifetime as a function of
specimen thickness in high bulk lifetime
n- and p-type germanium.

The results are summarized in Table 5-III. From this table
i t can be seen that the observed pressure effect is very small
and is of the order of magnitude of the error in D which is 2 to
3%. However, the scatter in the 1/x points in Fig.5-8 is largely
systematic and may be due to the use of different specimens.
Also, as has been seen in Chapter IV, deviations from a true ex69

Table 5-III. Observed D and D calculated from the sample
conductivity using literature data.
N19

observed D

calculated D

(cm 2 s~ 1

(cm 2 s" 1 )

temp

0 kbar

1 kbar

0 kbar

1 kbar

-7
8

49.9

49. 1

53.88

53. 95

46. 8

50.33

25

4C.8
44.4

43. 7

47.95

50. 34
47, 73

33

44.7

43. 3

47.90

47. 53

P35

observed D
2

1

2

(cm s~ )
temp

calculated D

AD obs.

AD calc.

- 0.8
0. 0

+ 0.07

- 0.7
- 1.4

- 0.22
- 0.37

AD obs.

AD calc.

- 0.55

+ 0.01

1

(cm s" )

0 kbar

1 kbar

0 kbar

1 kbar

121. 9

105.77

105. 22

8

123.6
113.6

116. 6

101.14

100. 79

- 1.7
+ 3.0

25

99.1

100. 1

92.55

92. 94

0
+ 1.

+ 0.39

33

92.9

93. 7

86.65

87. 36

+ 0.8

+ 0.71

-7

- 0.35

ponential introduce a small uncertainty in the measured value.
The observed values may now be compared with values of D
calculated according to (4-2). For this purpose the measured
conductivity values from Table 5-1 were used in combination with
literature data concerning the mobilities, the intrinsic carrier
concentration and the temperature variation of these quantities 8 ). These values date back to 1954 but are still generally
used and considered to be reliable:
u n = 4.90*107 T"" 1 ' 66

(5-5)

u p = l.C5*io9 T " 2 - 3 3

(5-6)

n2L = 3.1O*1O322 T 33 exp(-0.785/kT)

(5-7)

The calculation of D at 0 kbar proceeds as follows: first
the carrier concentrations for n-type are calculated from

n - {a
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(5-8)

p = (a -(a 2 -4e 2 y n y p ni) 55 )/2ey p

.

(5-9)

For p-type the + and - sign between the big parentheses must be
interchanged. Next, having obtained the values of yn and y p from
(5-5) and (5-6), D n and D p are calculated from the Einstein relation (1-1). The value of D can now be found from (4-7). In the
calculation of the 1 kbar values of D the pressure effect on y ,
Up and n 2 must be taken into account as will be explicitly explained in 5.5.
It can be seen in Table 5-III that the agreement between observed and calculated values of D is poor. It is remarkable that
the deviations, which are of the order of 10% have a different
sign for N19 and P35. In n-type the observed value of D is smaller
than the calculated one while in p-type the reverse is true.
There is no reason to suppose that systematic errors in the
measurement of T would be different for both materials. The
reason for the large values of D n in Table 5-III probably lies in
the fact that they have been obtained by direct calculation from
only two experimental values. Extrapolation of the -7°C line in
case of P35 to ir2/d2 = 0 gives a large negative value of 1/Tb
according to (5-1), which is very unlikely. When the point 1/T =
0, TT2/d2 = 0 in Fig. 5-8 is also taken as an experimental point
the following values for D in P35 result from a least squares
fig: 118.2±4.6, 109.4±3.6, 96.6+2.2, 90.6±2.0 at - 7 , 8, 25 and
33 C respectively. The indicated error in D (2 to 4%) is approximately the same as the one calculated for D in N19. However, the
values of D for P35 as calculated in this way are still larger
than those calculated from (5-5) to (5-9) .
As the values of D at -7 C can be considered to be very nearly
equal to D p and D n , the hole and electron mobility can be calculated from them by using the Einstein relation (1-1). The resulting values Up = 2175, u n = 5154 cm 2 V" 1 s" 1 can be extrapolated to
300 K by using (5-5) and (5-6). This gives y p = 1646, Un = 4225
cnrV^s""1 at 300 K to be compared with 2348 and 3782 c n r V ^ s " 1
which follows directly from (5-5) and (5-6). The value of Un
compares favourably with the one found by van der Gulik 9 ), who
finds yn = 4080 at 300 K from Hall effect and resistivity
measurements. A higher value of y n , as resulting from lifetime
measurements, has also been published by M a n y 1 0 ) , who used electrical injection at one of the endfaces instead of optical injection. His result is yn = 4418 cm 2 V" 1 s" 1 at 300 K. It is worthwhile to emphasize again that the present values have been obtained in material of the opposite charge carrier type. A comparison with Hall effect and resistivity measurements is only justified if it is assumed that the different scattering mechanisms
are the same. A second reason for the deviations found can be
that the power laws (5-5) and (5-6) are no longer exactly valid
in the room temperature region. When this would be true also a
different expression for n 2 ought to be used.
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5.5

The influence of pressure on the ambipolar diffusion
constant in n- and p-isype germanium

The observed D at 1 kbar can be compared with a D as calculated from the 1 kbar values of the resistivity p from Table 5-1.
On using (5-5) to (5-9) the effect of pressure on un, U p and n?
must be taken into account in this case. The following values
were adopted:
^(g^)

T

= -5.5X10"3 k b a r " \

-~(^)

T

= +1.3X10"3 kbar" 1 ,

nj = 3.10xl0 32 T 3 exp(-0.7904/kT) .
The first value is the one given by van Itterbeek et al. 5 and is
confirmed by the resistivity measurements in N19, as given in
(5-3). The second value is the one found by Benedek, Paul and
Brooks 3 ), Smith6) and Landwehr 7 ). In the third expression the
pressure coefficient of the indirect energy gap 5.4xlO~6 eV/bar
determined by Vetter11* has been used. The agreement bet-een the
observed and calculated pressure effect is not very gooc,, as is
seen in Table 5-III, but the general trend of the calculated
change of the pressure shift with temperature is clearly visible
in the experimental values. This is more clearly demonstrated
when the measured change per kbar of 1/x from Table 5-II for each
individual specimen is plotted as a function of temperature. This
procedure has been followed in Fig.5-9 (a) to (f). The drawn
curvss illustrate the values of (ii2/d2) (AD/AP) as calculated from
p with the aid of (5-5) to (5-9). The influence of the two
larger dimensions is neglected.
The general trend of the curves calculated from p shows that
a different temperature behaviour of the change in diffusion constant with pressure is to be expected in n- and p-type Ge. The
curve for n-type goes from positive to negative values when the
temperature is raised while for p-type the opposite behaviour is
calculated. Moreover, the curve for p-type will have a maximum at
still higher temperatures, not shown in Fig.5-9, as AD/AP will
become negative again in the intrinsic region. In this region n=p
and D has the same value 2D n D p /(D n +D p ) in this case. The difference in behaviour of n- and p-type Ge with respect to the pressure
coefficient of D can be understood when D from (4-7) is written
as follows
D = D p {l-(l-b)(| + I)' 1 }" 1

,

(5-10)

in which b = D p /D n = Up/Un- When going from the extrinsic to the
intrinsic region the charge carrier term (n/p + I ) " 1 changes from
0 to k in n-type and from 1 to k in p-type. At low temperature
D=D p in n-type and D=D n in p-type and the pressure variation is
entirely due to the coefficient of D p and D n . In the temperature
region near room temperature the influence, of minority carriers is
no longer negligible. However, when pressure is applied, the
energy gap widens and the ratio n/p will shift to a value similar
to that in the extrinsic region; it will increase in n-type and
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Fig.5-9. Change in reciprocal lifetime per kilobar in Ge samples with
different thickness, (a) to (d) N19, (e) to (f) P35.

decrease in p-type at a rate dependent on temperature. The change
of n/p has a greater influence on D than the increase of b under
pressure. As Dp has a very small pressure variation (see (5-4)),
inspection of 15-10) will reveal that in p-type a region exists
in which D becomes larger under pressure while in n-type D always
decreases with the exception of the small positive effect when D
is equal to D p at low temperature.
There is no good agreement between the measured points and
the calculated curves in Fig.5-9. Yet the first show at least,
qualitatively, the expected temperature behaviour of the pressure
effect of D in particular the different behaviour of n- and ptype. The low temperature points for the three thickest n-type
samples (Fig.5-9 (a) to (c)) lie rather far from the drawn curve.
The reason of this is probably that the bulk lifetime has a
larger influence on the decay time as compared with the higher
temperatures. In other words,- its value has become small enough
to make the negative effect of the pressure influence on T b visible. In the thinnest sample (Fig.5-9 (d)) the contribution of the
diffusion constant to the decay time is so large that the pressure effect at -7 C can be almost entirely attributed to the
change in this parameter. The direct plot of the effective lifetime versus pressure for this case has been given in Fig.5-5. A
small decrease of T would have been in agreement with the expected behaviour. However, although the scatter is very large
only a small increase could be detected, which results in a negative value of A ( 1 / T ) / A P in Fig.5-9. An estimate of the correction
for the contribution of Tfa to the pressure effect would lower the
corresponding point still more. It can be concluded that from the
lifetime measurements no evidence has been found for the small
increase under pressure of Dp (or up) as reported in literature.
The reverse behaviour, to be expected in p-type Ge (Fig.5-9
(e,f)), is, in view of the very small changes to be measured,
demonstrated very well by the points in the plot with the exception of the 8 C point in Fig.5-9 (f). The reason for the better
agreement with the calculated curve in the thickest sample at
-7 C as compared with n-type can be attributed to the fact that
the contribution of the diffusion is more than twice as large in
p-type, which makes the influence of pressure on T b less detectable. It may be concluded that in p-type the correct pressure
shift of D n has been found.
When summarizing the results one must conclude that from
etched samples even with large dimensions and small bulk lifetime
no reliable data can be expected for the influence of pressure on
ib because of the irreproducible influence of the surface. On the
other hand a good qualitative agreement exists between the observed changes under pressure in the large bulk lifetime material
with abraded surface and the values calculated from literature
data. Keeping in mind that the observed effects are extremely
small this can be considered as a proof that unknown errors do
not play an important role. This implies that in specimens with
smaller Tfa/ in which the bulk recombination term in (5-1) is
dominant, excellent information can be obtained about the influence of pressure on this semiconductor property.
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5.6
5.6.1

The effect of temperature and pressure on the bulk lifetime
in y-irradiated germanium
Treatment of the specimens; resistivity measurement

As mentioned in the previous section, x b has to be small in
order to make its influence on x detectable. This can be accomplished by the introduction of recombination centres by Y-irradiation. In total three specimens were treated in this way. These
were the N19 specimen with thickness 0.1849 C'tt from 5.3 and two
other samples, also n-type Ge doped with Sb, but with a resistivity at 300 K of 3 ohmcm and a roughly square cross-section. In
these y-irradiated samples the resistance was also determined in
the way described in 5.3. A linear relationship between resistance and pressure was observed in every case. The 0 and 1 kbar
values are summarized in Table 5-IV; the exact dimensions of the
samples are also indicated. These resistance values must be known
in order to allow for a comparison of the data with the statistical theory from Chapter II.
Following the method described in 3.3.3 the 19 ohmcm specimen, in the following referred to as N19I, was irradiated during
28 hours which gives a total of 3*io16 Y's cm"2. The introduced
centres partially compensated the donors already present to make
the resistivity 25 ohmcm at 300 K after irradiation. On the other
hand, a low resistivity Ge sample can be exposed for a much
longer time to Y~i rra diation without any appreciable change in
its resistivity. Moreover the use of this material has the advantage that the contribution of the minority carriers can be
completely neglected until well above room temperature. Also the
influence of traps, which leads to curves of x versus 1/T as
given in Fig.2-3, is less significant as compared to higher
resistivity material. The two low resistivity specimens were subjected to different treatments. The first, in the following referred to as N3I1 , received a prolonged exposure of 2x10 18 y's/cra2.
This specimen was cut from a flat slab of material with dimensions
1.85x1.26x0.1667 cm3 and x equal to 57 us. With the aid of (5-1)
x b was calculated to be 1100 ys before irradiation. After the exposure to Y-rays x had decreased to a value that could no longer
be detected with our equipment. After annealing for 3.75 hours at
75°C, 4 hours at 97°C, 4.75 hours at 127 C and 2 hours at 183 C x
had again increased to 22 ys at 21°c. The resistivity after irradiation and annealing was 3.17 ohmcm at 300 K. The second low
resistivity specimen, N3I2, was irradiated by a total flux of
2xio 16 Y's/cm . After a short anneal of 40 minutes at 140 C, x
increased from a value smaller than 5 ys to 13.3 ys at room temperature. The pre-irradiation x in N3I2 was 39.5 ys from which,
just as in the case of N3I1 , a bulk lifetime of 1100 ys is calculated. Such a large pre-irradiation x b implies that the recombination in N3I1 and N3I2 is dominated by Y-in^uced centres.
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Table 5-IV. The effect of pressure on the
resistance of three n-type Ge
samples irradiated with *°Co Y~
N19I specimen dimensions: 1.99x1.30x0.1849 cm3

°C

R 0 kbar (ohm)

R 1 kbar (ohm)

-7.0

198.70
206.83

199.95

1.0
8.0
21.8

211.20
207.95

208.35
213.30
212.60

N3I1 specimen dimensions: 1.85x0.279x0.1667 cm 3

°C

R 0 kbar (ohm)

R 1 kbar (ohm)

-6.4

106.39

1.0

110.90

107.33
111.74

8.0

114.53

115.31

25.0

125.05

126.04

33.0

129.86

130.93

59.3

140.00

142.29

N3I2 specimen dimensions: 2.13x0.1932x0.1924 cm 3
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°C

R 0 kbar (ohm)

R 1 kbar (ohm)

8.0
21.0

136.39
147.21

137.18

33.0

156.82

41.3

162.04

157.80
163.28

148.08

5.6.2

Temperature dependence of the bulk lifetime
The temperature dependence of T was determined during the
period in which the thermostat was cooled or warmed up between
the fixed temperatures from Table 5-IV. As the pressure effect on
T is negligibly small with respect to the temperature effect the
pressure was maintained at 200 bar during these measurements, a
procedure which made a repeated refilling of the gascompressor
superfluous. The x b values were determined in the following wav:
in the case of N19I the pre-irradiation data of 5.3.2 were used
to calculate the contribution to T b of the centres introduced by
the irradiation. In this calculation (5-1) is used and it is supposed that the influence of different centres on the bulk lifetime can be accounted for by adding their separate lifetimes reciprocally according to
-1
-1
-1
xfa (after irrad.) = i b (y-induced centres) + T. (pre-irrad.) .
(5-11)
Upon inspection of (5-1) it is seen that, by subtracting
the post- and pre-irradiation reciprocal effective lifetimes,
T 1
b (Y~induced centres) has been found. When proceeding in this
way the surface contributions are mostly cancelled out even when
higher order modes are not entirely negligible. For N3I1 and N3I2
no pre-irradiation lifetimes as a function of temperature and
pressure were available. In order to find x b in this case the
correction consisted in evaluating a calculated surface recombination term ir2D(dy2 + d^2) in which D is calculated from the
resistivity values given in Table 5-IV following the procedure
already described in Section 5.4. The deviations in D, reported
in 5.4, will probably cause a systematic error in x b of the order
of 5 to 10% which, however, will not prevent the observation of
its eventual change under pressure. Fig.5-10 shows a plot of x b
against 103/T for the three specimens described in 5.6.1.
The principal features of the behaviour of x as a function
of temperature are the following: in N19I and N3I2 the usual behaviour of x b in this temperature region has been observed namely
a decrease of x b w. th decreasing temperature. In N3I1 a minimum
in xfa has been founu. As is known from the work of Streetman 11 ),
x, in a specimen with the properties similar to N19I goes through
a minimum at about -15 C. The existence of such a minimum can be
explained with a recombination model with one recombination
centre and one trap as has been described in Chapter II. However,
the lowest temperature in the present work was -7°C so that only
the higher temperature part of the curve could be observed. In
case of N3I1 the longer annealing treatment evidently has introduced trapping centres as can be deduced from the minimum in x
which has been observed at about 25°C. The x b values for N3I2
fall on a straight line in the lnx^l/T plot. This specimen received only one short anneal of 40 minutes at 140 C in order to
adjust x to a measurable value. Two different groups of points
for N3I2 are given in Fig.5-10. The lower points were taken
during the initial measurement when the temperature was raised in
order to determine the pressure effect on x at 21.0, 33.0 'and
41.3°C. However, at the last temperature a further annealing of x
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Fig.5-10. The temperature dependence of the bulk
lifetime in three Y-irradiated n-type
Ge specimens.

was observed in the upper group of points, taken when the specimen was recooled. The straight lines fitted to the two groups of
points have slopes 0.32 and 0.28 eV. The simplest explanation for
a straight line in a lnxb^l/T plot is that the term containing pj
in (2-53) is dominant resulting in an exponential temperature dependence. In that case the slope reflects the position of the recombination centre according to (2-10), provided that a correction of 0.04 eV for the T 3 / temperature dependence of the devisity of states N v is subtracted. The slopes given in Fig.5-10 have
not been corrected in this way.
5.6.3

Pressure dependence of the bulk lifetime

5.6,3.1 Measurements
Following the same procedure as described in 5.3.2, T was
measured as a function of pressure at different temperatures. In
contrast to the high ib material from 5.3.2 a clearly visible
curvature was often detected in the T^P plots .in the y-irradiated
material and, speaking generally, the observed change of T with
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Table 5-V. Change under pressure of the effective lifetime
in three n-type y-irradiated Ge specimens.
T = (ao±AaQ) + UjtAajJP + (a 2 ±Aa 2 >P 2
T is expressed in us, P in bar.
Range of validity 0 to 2.5 kbar.
N19I

°C

a
0

-7.0

23. 02

1.0

TC
t j

8.0
21.8

36. 55
49. 60

Aa0

a

0.06

-0 .15

n
\J •

13

0. 19
0.08

l xlO

xlO3

3

-0 .34
-1 .67
-0 .32

xlO 6

L a 2 .io-

0. 11
0. 08

0 .38

0. 29

0 .23

0 . 10

0. 16

-0 .17

0 .06

0 .04
—

N3I1

°C

a

3

o

Aa0

a

26. 91
24. 39
22. 82
22. 18

0. 11
0. 09
0. 02

-0 .21
-0 .06
-0 .12

0. 04

-0 .19

0.04
0. 06

-0 .09

42.5

23. 50
25. 07

59.3

29. 14

0. 06

-6.4
1.0
8.0
21.0
33.0

l xlO

Aa

l xlO

3

a

\a2 xl0 6

2
__

0. 07
0. 05
0. 02
0. 02

---

-0 .28

0. 03
0. 05

-0 .50

0. 05

--

N3I2

°C
21.0
33.0
41.3

a

o

10. 06
14. 66
17. 85

• Aa

0

a

l

xlO3

Aa

l

xlO3

0. 14

-0 .71

0. 26

0. 20
0. 25

-1 .05

0. 36
0. 19

-0 .64

a

2

xlO6

ta2 X l ° S

0 .13
0 .17

0 .10
0 .13
--
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pressure was also larger, thus indicating a change of tb with
pressure. Due to its larger resistivity the signal amplitude in
N19I was larger than the one for N3I1 and N3I2 and sufficiently
accurate data were more easy to obtain, especially as compared to
the case of N3I1 in which the signal amplitude as well as the observed pressure effect were very small.
In the same way as in 5.3.2 the plots of T'VP were fitted
with an empirical curve. Table 5-V gives the coefficients a Q , aj,
a 9 of the straight lines and parabolas together with their uncertainties for the total of 14 plots, which were taken at a
number of temperatures for a pressure range of 0 to 2.5 kbar.
A selection of the data has been displayed in Fig.5-11, 5-12
and 5-15, which give an idea of the scatter of the individual
points. In view of the prolonged annealing treatment of N3I1 the
temperature range in this specimen could be extended without the
risk of introducing a change in the concentration of recombination centres= The general features which can be observed from the
table are as follows. In N19I the effect of pressure on T changes
sign when going from -7 to 21.8 C: three of the curves show a
significant curvature. In N3I1 the pressure effect is very small,
but increases at the higher temperatures 42.5 and 59.3 C: T becomes smaller under pressure at all temperatures. N3I2 shows a
somewhat larger pressure effect which is, within experimental accuracy, independent of temperature: T decreases with pressure at
an average rate of 4% per kbar.
5.6,3.2 Pressure dependence of x b in irradiated N19I
The phenomena as observed in N19I are considered to be the
most remarkable of the results presented in this thesis. Two of
the direct plots of x^P (21.8 and -7.0 C) are shown in Fig.5-11
and Fig.5-12. A direct comparison with the effect of P on x in
the unirradiated specimen N19 (d = 0.1849 cm) at -7°c is possible
when referring to Fig.5-4, which shows the opposite pressure effect. As for Fig.5-11, which shows the 21.8 C plot, it can be remarked that the unirradiated specimen showed practically no pressure effect in this temperature range (see Table 5-II and Fig.
5-9).

25

-f

N19I

N19I
Y- irradiated
Sb-doped Ge
21.8t

Y- irradiated
Sb-doped Ge
-7.01

—P

2 kbar

—P

!kbar

F i g . 5 - 1 1 , F i g . 5 - 1 2 . The e f f e c t i v e lifetime at two temperatures in
Y-irradiated 19 ohmcm n-type Ge as a function
of pressure.
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As the faces of the specimen are abraded the surface still
contributes considerably to the recombination in N19I. In order
to calculate the pressure effect on T b it is necessary to eliminate the influence of the surface term, which changes very little
under pressure as has already been shown in 5.3. This elimination
has been accomplished in case of N19I by following the method of
subtraction of reciprocal T values, described in 5.6.1. For the
temperatures -7 C and 8 C values of T from Table 5-II have been

1.2

N19I

25 ohmcm
Sb-doped Ge
ly-irradiated)
1.1

3 kbar

1.0

0.

0.

Fig.5-13. The variation with pressure of the normalized bulk
lifetime in y-irradiated 19 ohmcm n-type Ge at
four temperatures.
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used directly while at 1.0 and 21.8UC interpolated values were
employed. It has already been remarked (5-11) that this procedure
also accounts for the pressure variation of T b in the nonirradiated specimen. Thus the value of Tb , calculated in this
way, describes the result of the recombination by y-induced
centres alone. The resulting t b values are displayed in Fig.
5-13. In this plot tb is normalized by its value at zero pressure
and, for the sake of clarity, the l u , 8 and 21.8*'C points were
averaged in groups of two in order to reduce the number of points.
In Section 2.8, as part of the theoretical treatment in
Chapter II, a short qualitative discussion has already been given
about the influence of pressure on tb. It has been remarked there
that a reversal of sign of the pressure effect as a function of
temperature is possible and that this would be in agreement with
the model in which recombination proceeds via one recombination
centre and one trapping centre. Such a model has been worked out
in detail in Chapter II and it leads to an explanation for the
minimum in the "tbvr curve, which separates two temperature
regions labelled I and II in Fig.2-3. The theoretical expression
describing this curi'e is given by Eq.(2-58) and, as pointed out
in 2.8, the most logical explanation for an eventual pressure
effect on rb is a change of p\ and p2 in this formula, pi and P2
are defined in (2-10) and contain the difference on the energy
scale between the levels and the valence band. When this energv
separation increases for both types of centre the pressure effect
in regions I and II will have a different sign as pj appears in
the numerator in the recombination region I and p 2 in the denominator in the trapping region II. This results in a decrease of xj_,
in I and an increase in II. This increase, in the light of the
two level model, is a result of the increase in thermal release
time of the holes from the trap, which is the consequence of the
removal of the trap position from the valence band.
If one tries to interpret the results in terms of (2-58) it
appears, on comparison of Fig.5-10 and 5-13, that the pressure
effect already changes sign before a minimum in the x b ^ 1/T
curve has been reached. This means that at a temperature at which
the terms in (2-58), containing the trap parameters, are not yet
important, their influence is already dominant in the pressure
effect. This indicates a large shift of the trapping level position with respect to the valence band. A more detailed analysis
proceeds along the following lines. In general, when Ej and E 2
change linearly under pressure with coefficients b 1 and b 2 , as
defined in (2-64) , a non-linear change of r b can be expected.
According to (2-58) and (2-64) the shape of Tb(P)/xb(0) curves
in Fig.5-13 can be roughly described by
Tb(P)/Tb(0) * A(T){exp(-b1/kT)}p + B(T){exp(b2/kT)}p
= A(T)fj P + B(T)f 2 P

(5-12)

in which A(T) and B(T) have an opposite temperature dependence,
being proportional to p. and i/P2 respectively. In (5-12) it is
assumed that the terms in (2-58) , which are nearly independent of
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temperature, make a minor contribution to T . Due to the small
temperature interval, fj and f2 are also approximately constant.
A numerical example for fj and f2 is as follows: when P is expressed in kbar, bj=b2 = 2* 10~3 eVkbar"' (roughly half the bandgap
shift), T = 273 K, the resulting values for fj and f2 are 0.92
and 1.09. The sign of the pressure effect that will be observed
in such a case will depend on the relative magnitude of A(T) and
B(T) in (5-12). In the light of the foregoing discussion a number
of conclusions can be drawn immediately from Fig.5-10, Fig.5-13
and Eq. (5-12) :
1. bj,b2 ' 0. This follows from the fact that A(T) increases and
B(T) decreases with increasing temperature. Both levels are removed from the valence band by pressure.
2. b 2 > bj. Fig.5-10 shows that Tb changes with a factor 5 from
-7 C to room temperature. Consequently, the term (c nl n 0 Nj)~ ! pj in
(2-58) must be dominant over the whole interval. No minimum has
been observed which implies that (cninnNj)~'pi, although rapidly
decreasing, is still greater than (cp2P2) '• Yet the pressure effect has changed sign and a smaller term dominates the pressure
effect from which it follows that b 2 > t> 1 - A further analysis of
the curves in Fig.5-13, performed in Chapter VI, shows b 2 to be
about 10" 5 eV bar"1. Such a large value for b 2 also explains the
curvature at high pressure at 8 C, where the influence of the
increasing term (cp2p2^~' gradually becomes visible.
3. As the compensating influence of (CP2P2)"1 has disappeared at
21.8 C a larger pressure effect would be expected at this temperature as compared to 8 C. However, it turned out to be smaller.
This observation can be explained by the decrease of no under
pressure as a consequence of the widening energy gap. At room
temperature this effect can no longer be neglected in the 25 ohmem
material. The decrease of n Q counteracts the increase of Ej in
(cpln0Nl)~*Pl• *fc c a n b e remarked that the increasing influence
of holes may also invalidate to some extent the assumptions
leading to Eq.(2-58).
5.6.3.3 Pressure dependence of i h in irradiated N3I1 and N312
Ge with 3 ohmem resistivity can be exposed to y-irradiation
for a longer period before the resistivity is appreciably changed.
The use of this material has the advantage that the minority
carrier concentration can be neglected until well above room temperature. This fact extends the range of validity of theoretical
expressions for xt, which are only valid when n » p. The influence
of traps is also less significant in low resistivity r -12) . A
disadvantage, on the other hand, is the smaller amplit_^e of the
photo-signal, according to (3-5), resulting in a loss of accuracy.
Both specimens were annealed after the irradiation. This gave the
opportunity of extending the temperature range towards higher T
without the risk of introducing a change in the recombination
system.
In N3I1, which shows a minimum in the T V T curve in Fig.5-10,
the pressure effect was determined at 7 temperatures ranging from
-6.4 C to 59.3 C. It turned out to be very small with a tendency
to increase at higher temperature. The result for the different
temperatures is given in Table 5-V and Fig.5-14, which shows the
effect of pressure on the normalized i^ in a similar way as in
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3 ohmcm Sb-doped Ce-'y-irradiated)

0.8

Fig.5-14. The variation with pressure of the normalized bulk
lifetime in two 3 ohmcm yirradiated n-type Ge
specimens at various temperatures.

Fig.5-13. The points in Fig.5-14 are the average values of 4 to 7
experimental points. Although the accuracy is considered insufficient to draw detailed conclusions, the pressure effect seems to
have a minimum at the same temperature as T b itself. This indicates that the recombination system in N3I1 is not entirely comparable with that in N19I in which a change of sign has been observed. The theoretical discussion will have to proceed in a
different way.
The other low resistivity specimen N3I2 received only a short
anneal. The temperature dependence of Tj- in this specimen shows a
decrease with decreasing temperature which is to be expected when
only one recoirbination centre is present. A simple expression like
T = Pi/c n in 0 N 1 (2-59) describes T b in this case and the pressure
effect can be expected to be due to the change of E r in pj and,
accordingly, to be nearly independent of T. This has indeed been

observe^ as Is seen in Fig.5-14, which shows the pressure effect
at 21.0, J3.0 and 41.3°C. In N3I2 it was not possible to preform
lifetime measurements at still higher temperatures because of the
further annealing of T mentioned in 5.6.1. The 33 C plot of T^P
for N3I2 has been given in Fig.5-15.
N312
5

us

Y-irrodioted
5b-doped Ce

33 O t

u

2 kbar

Fig.5-15. The e f f e c t i v e lifetime at 33 C
in 3 ohmcm y-irradiated n-type
Ge as a function of pressure.

From Fig.5-14 the p o s i t i o n and s h i f t under pressure of the
recombination centre introduced by the y - i r r a d i a t i o n can be deduced to be
E r - E v = (0.26 + 0.01)

+ (1.6 ± 0.2)10

-6

(5-13)

in which E r -E v is expressed in eV. In the calculation of the
energy level position a correction of 0.04 eV for the temperature
dependence of N v in Pi has been applied. It appears from (5-13)
that E r shifts roughly in proportion with the indirect gap.
As to the true position of E r there remains some uncertainty
as larger slopes have been found in low resistivity Ge(Sb), for
instance 0.36 eV observed by Curtis, Crawford 12 ) in 2.3 ohmcm
material. However, these authors have also published a lower
value for a different Ge(Sb) (1.3 ohmcm) specimen. From x versus
excess carrier density measurements 0.33 eV was calculated by
Germano and Curtis 1 3 ). In N3I2 the pre-irradiation x b was 1100 us
so the slope of the curve cannot be affected by the recombination
centres present before irradiation. Another circumstance which
can influence the slope is a small concentration of traps introduced by the anneal. This possibility cannot completely be discarded.
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CHAPTER VI
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

6.1

Introduction

In this chapter the data presented in Chapter V, are analysed. The main discussion will be concerned with the lifetime
values measured in the high resistivity irradiated material N19I.
The starting point for the analysis is Eq.(2-58). This expression
for T contains several parameters, such as capture coefficients
an^ concentrations of recombination centres, which can be considered to be only weakly pressure dependent. For the actual
analysis a simplified expression of (2-58) has been used in combination with some results for y~irradiated Ge obtained from
literature. In view of the fairly high resistivity of N19I (25
ohmcm) the electron concentration, also occurring in (2-58), is
not constant at high pressure ~ .d in order to get a reasonable
fit at all temperatures che pr.ssure dependence of this parameter
must also be introduced. This has been accomplished by introducing a value for the intrinsic charge carrier product n? which
has been calculated in Section 6.2 using the diffusion constant
and resistivity measurements in the unirradiated material. The
results for the curve fitting procedure, presented in 6.3, show a
large shift of the trapping level under pressure of the order of
10
eV/bar. In Section 6.4 suggestions are given for s.n explanation of this large shift in terms of a possible adherence of this
level to a subsidiary minimum of the conduction band.
6.2

2
Calculation of the carrier concentration product n. from
diffusion constants

In Table 5-III a series of values for the diffusion constant
in the unirradiated sample N19 and P35 has been given. These can
be compared with the resistivity of the specimen at each temperature in order to obtain the carrier product n? in the region of
room temperature. This product is given by
= A T 3 exp(-Eg/kT)

,

(6-1)

in which A is a temperature independent coefficient. As E g is
very accurately known for Ge (0.67 eV) the only parameter to be
determined is A. This carrier product n? and also the donor con87

centration have to be known for the curve fitting procedure of
Section 6.3. Let o N , o p , D N and D denote the conductivities and
diffusion constants for n- and p-type. From each of these quantities a value for n{ can be deduced at each temperature as
follows. The conductivity expression for n-type is
J

N

=

(N

D

+ n

iN ) e U n

+

^iN ey p

'

(6

"2)

in which N D is the concentration of built-in donors and nm is
the concentration of intrinsic electrons and holes. From (6-2)
n l N can be solved at each temperature when N D , u n and w p are
known. un and up,at -7 c, can be determined from Dp and'DN as at
this temperature n i N is practically zero and N D can thus be calculated from o N at -7 C. The power laws (5-5) and (5-6), describing the temperature dependence of un and up are very well
established and can be used safely to calculate u n and Up at the
higher temperatures. Next, n i N can be solved from (6-2) and the
carrier product nj is calculated from
n

- = V, (n iN

+

V

•

<6"3)

On the other hand the diffusion constant D N , defined by (4-7),
can be written as
N

D +

2n

lN
(b

"4)

(ND + n i N )/u p + n 1 N /u n
This equation, in which the various parameters are evaluated as
described above, may also be used to obtain nf. For p-type expressions similar to (6-2), (6-3), (6-4) can be written down now
containing the concentration of acceptors N A . The same calculation with the aid of Op and Dp gives two other values for n? at
each temperature. After substitution in (6-1) where Eg is taken
to be 0.67 eV, an average value of A can be calculated. This
value of A:(4±l)xio30 leads to a value of n? at 300 K which is
ten percent higher than the accepted one in literature (see
(5-7)), which has been derived for use over a large temperature
range. In the present small interval near room temperature the
value of n?, as derived in this section, has been preferred for
use in the curve fitting procedure described in Section 6.3.
Literature values of the diffusion constants of Ge are relatively scarce and the agreement between authors is not very good.
The reason for this can be systematic errors inherent to the different experimental procedures or the quality of the materials
used. Values of D, as found in literature, are given in Table
6-1, together with two values from 5.4.
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Table 6-1. Diffusion constants in germanium.

1

Temp.

Material

Authors

D

Exp. method

cm 5
Haynes,Shockley l )
Avery,Gunn 2 )

n-type
p-type
8 ohmcm n-type

Adam 3 )

p-type

Many1*)

300 K

Stevenson,Keyes 5 )

9 ohmcm n-type
4 ohmcm n-type
9 ohmcm p-type
2.6 ohmcm p-type
intrinsic

Navon,Bray, Fan 6 )

19 ohmcm n-type

room

55

This work

19 ohmcm n-type

266 K

49.9

3 5 ohmcm p-type

6.3

room

44
92

drift mobility

it
if

45

II
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intensity modulated travelling lightspot
travelling
lightspot
lifetime
(electrical
injection)

M
••
.,

»

52.4
51 .9
115.3
1 17
64.7

lifetime
(opt. inj.)
lifetime
(el. inj.)
lifetime
(opt. inj.)

i

118.2

Analysis of the influence of pressure on T b

The dependence of the pressure effect on temperature in
N19I, shown in Fig.5-13, provides strong evidence for the fact
that two levels govern the recombination in the temperature
region considered as has been pointed out already in 5.6.3.2. The
recombination statistics in the transient case for such a twolevel system has been worked out in detail in Chapter II. If one
of the levels has a very small capture coefficient for electrons,
a situation which occurs in y-irradiated G e > t n e resultant expression for the time constant is (2-58), which is recalled here

T =

1

1
c

nl n 0

c

nl n 0 N l

c

p2P2

lP2Nl

PlN2
c
nl n 0 N lP2

.(6-5!

This equation contains a large number of unknown parameters
which cannot be evaluated from the present data, as represented
by the curve lnTb ^ 103/T, shown in Fig.5-10. Some essential
features of (6-5) were already described in 2.7, where it was
shown that in a certain temperature region, called region II, the
term l/(c ? p 2 ) gives the dominant contribution to T. The present
measurements have not been carried through to low enough temperatures to observe this region. However, the magnitude of l/(cp2P2)
has been determined by Streetman13) in specimens essentially the
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same as N19I. Streetman's data show that, in region II, i is independent of the irradiation time and accordingly of the trap
concent rat ion. From his l m t
10 V T plot a value for l/(cp2P2>
equal to 6 0 ...s at 10 ' /T = 4.2 can be deduced. A slope of 0.37 eV
i:-, the saniL- plot, represents the influence of temperature on
this term. From these data the magnitude of l/(cp2P2^ i-n t n e
temperature region of the present measurements can be estimated:
extrapolation to -7'"C yields a value of 9 ps at that temperature. The present l m b s- 10' /T data, shown in Fig.5-10, indicate
a strong temperature dependence. This proves that no large constant terms can be present in the appropriate theoretical lifetime expression. It is assumed in the further discussion that
the other terms are small and can be neglected. When l/(Cp2P2)»
as calculated from Streetman's data, is subtracted from the observed Tb at each temperature a new val-:^ *:% is obtained equal
to pi / (c, in-|Ni ) which now depends only on the recombination
level Fj: a plot of lnT' against 1/T yields the value Ej=O,49 eV,
This value can only be considered to give an apparent position
of the level as c n l can also be temperature dependent. No further information concerning the magnitude of the separate terms
of (6-5) is available. Although the temperature effect in N19I
indicates that no large constant terms are present, the existence
of a small constant term equal to l/tCpiNj) + l/(cnjn0) or a
small weakly temperature dependent term PiN2/cnln0^lP2 cannot be
excluded.
Having discussed the temperature dependence of t a quantitative analysis was performed by fitting a condensed version of
(6-5), involving only three terms, to the normalized pressure
effect shown in Fig.5-13. This expression results from (6-5) by
retaining only the terms which are responsible for the temperature dependence and by adding the remaining terms toqet-.her in a
constant term M, making use also of the explicit pressure dependence of E, and E 2 according to (2-66):
T = M + RC v T 3// exp{-(E 1 +b 1 P)/kT}/n Q
+ S exp{(E 2 +b 2 P)/kT}/C v T 3/2 .

(6-6)

R and S are constants, which are estimated from the temperature
effect; C V T 3 / 2 is the valence band density of states. As the
room temperature resistivity of N191 is 25 ohmcm, the electron
concentration n 0 can no longer be considered constant with temperatura and (more important here) with pressure. In order to
introduce a variable n Q the following expression, derived from
elementary semiconductor theory, was used.
n 0 = N D /2 + Jj(w£ + 4AT 3 exp{-(E g +b g P)/kT})^

.

(6-7)

In (6-7) the value for n?, deduced in 6.2, was employed:
the repy
sult was A = 4xio 30
E = 0 6 7 eV N was derived from the resis
30
sult was A = 4xio , Eg = 0.6 7 eV. N D was derived from the resis
tivity of N19I at -7°C (see Table 5-IV), assuming that the mobility of the electrons has retained the same value as in N19,
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and was taken to be 5*10'3 cm"3: b g is the pressure coefficient
of the bandgap: 5.4*10~6 eVbar"' (Ref.14 of Chapter V ) . In (6-6)
E, was taken 0.49 eV (see above), accounting for the observed
change of x b with temperature in N19I. E 2 can only be deduced
from region II, in which no measurements have been taken, so
Streetman's value has been substituted: 0.33 eV (0.37 eV, corrected by 0.04 eV for the factor T3''2 in p 2 ) . Both energy levels
are measured from the top of the valence band, R and S in (6-6)
contain the capture coefficients cn\ and cp2 which might be temperature and pressure dependent. The terms exp^Ej/kT) and
exp(+E2/kT) therefore describe the influence of the energy level
as well as the capture coefficients on the temperature effect. In
the same way bj and b2, originally introduced in (2-64) as the
pressure coefficients of Ej and E 2 , must be considered to contain
also the influence of pressure on the capture coefficients (a
separate introduction of a small linear pressure dependence, for
instance of cn\ and Cp2 , could hardly be distinguished from the
description given by (6-6)).
As bj and b 2 occur in a non-linear way in (6-6) , an iterative
technique has to be employed in order to obtain the values of
these parameters which give the best fit to the normalized tb
values, shown in Fig.5-13. This was achieved by a general computer
program, ITER3, which makes use of the least squares principle
for fitting non-linear functions to experimental data. A minimum
in the sum of the squares of the deviations is considered to be
reached when this sum only changes 1 in 10 6 . There is however no
guarantee that this minimum is an absolute onet.
In the actual iteration at each temperature and pressure,
(6-6) was calculated in a normalized form analogous to the way in
which the data of Fig.5-13 were presented. Only the principal
parameters bj,b2 and M were varied. R and S were kept fixed at
the values R = 0.54 s, S = 2.03*107 cm" 3 s, which were estimated
from the temperature effect in N19I. For M an initial value of
4*10~6 s was taken. In general, the quality of the fit turned out
to be very insensitive to the presence of this parameter and it
could have been removed without any loss of accuracy. Furthermore,
all minor effects of temperature and pressure were neglected in
the calculations. These are essentially:
1. The effect of pressure on the effective masses of electrons
and holes which occur in c n and c p and N v in (6-5). The effective
masses of electrons and holes change under pressure with a relative coefficient of the order of 10~G per bar which causes
lifetime changes of less than 1% per kbar.
2. The shift of the energy level positions Ej and E2 with temperature. In view of the small temperature region of 30 degrees this
effect can also be neglected when it is assumed that the energy
levels shift in proportion with the energy gap. Given that the
temperature coefficient of the energy gap is 2x10~H eVK~l the
change in bi and b2 (the absolute pressure coefficients of the
levels) would be less than l°/bo over the whole interval.

t The author is indebted to J.C. Abels, who developed this program for
general use and adapted it to the present problem.
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In the final calculation a minimum was attained for the following values of the parameters in (6-5)
M = 4. 8 MO"

s, b, = 2.5*10 " 6 eVbar

b-, = 9,.2*10~6 eVbar"1
(6-8)

The iteration program also gives a measure for the uncertainties
in the adjustable parameters. The criterion for this is that
change in each parameter which doubles the sum of the squares of
the deviations. This gives an uncertainty in M of 100%, in bj
and b2 of 10%.
Using the values (6-8) together with the above mentioned
constants for R and S in Eq.(6-5) a theoretical plot was made of
Tb(P)Ab(P=0) as a function of pressure for the four temperatures
- 7 , +1, +8 and 21.8°C at which the pressure effect has been
measured. This plot is shown in Fig.6-1, together with the experimental points of Fig.5-13. It is seen that the curves give a remarkably good fit to the experimental results especially in view
of the simple form of (6-6) and the assumptions leading to the
basic equation (6-5). It can be noticed that each curve separately does not fit the experimental points. In the first place this
is due to the fact that the program treats all the data simultaneously. A second reason is possibly the simple analytical form

1 20-

0.90-

0.8CL

Fig.6-1. normalized pressure effect, on T b
in N19I in comparison with
Eq.(6-6).
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of (6-6) which has been preferred to a more complicated one with
extra adjustable parameters.
As regards the pressure coefficients the following coroner.is
can be made: the value of b 1 # 2.5*10~6 eVbar"', is what can be
expected for a level halfwav in the energy gap, which itself r.as
a pressure coefficient of 5.4*10~6 eV/bar. b 2 , 9.2'10~f', is
larger than the coefficient of the indirect gap and almost comparable to the coefficient of the direct gap: ].3'10~5 eV/bar
(see 1.1).
The question remains whether the uncertainty in the experimental T[~ values in their dependence on temperature has a large
influence on the values of bj and b 2 determined from the fitting
procedure. In this respect the question can arise whether the
uncommonly large value for the position of the recombination
level, 0.49 eV, is due to a systematic error in i b . Although a
steep slope (larger than 0.40 eV) has also been observed by
Curtiss and Crawford 7 ), smaller values, lying between 0.2S and
0,37 eV, are usually reported. In order to check the influence of
the actual value of Ei on bi and b2 the fitting was repeated with
a different second term in (6-6), which bears no direct relation
to the temperature effect observed in N19I. Ej was taken equal to
an average literature value of 0.33 eV. The constant R was calculated in such a way that T from (6-6) gives approximately the
correct value for x b in N19I at -7°C, a measurement which is considered to have the smallest systematic error. In the estimation
of the new R the first and the third term of (6-6) were taken the
same as before. For the new values Ej = 0.33 eV, R = 5.24X10""
the iteration procedure yielded a fit with a 10% larger sum of
the squares of the deviations. The values of the parameters M, bj
and b2 were in this case: M = 0, bj = 2.7*10~6 eV/bar, b2 =
9.3xlO~B eV/bar. This result shows that, as bj and b 2 are essentially the same, the values found for these parameters are insensitive to the exact value of Ej introduced in the calculation.
A few comments can also be made about the behaviour in N3I1
and N3I2 although the results do not justify a quantitative analysis. It has been shown in Fig.5-10 that the dependence of x b on
temperature is completely different for these two specimens. The
curve for N3I1 in this figure indicates trapping near room temperature induced by the annealing treatment. The curve has a
minimum which indicates that, just as in N19I, more than one
level is present. In N3I2 the more usual decrease of rb at lower
temperatures has been observed. This difference is also clearly
reflected in the pressure effect as given in Fig.5-14. In Fig.b-2
the change of x b in percent per kbar has been plotted as a function of temperature for the two specimens. N3I2 shows a clearly
visible pressure effect which is independent of temperature
within the experimental error. The pressure effect in N3I1 is at
59.3 C almost as large as in N3I2 but shows a decrease when going
to lower temperatures. In view of the lower annealing temperature
of N3I2 this difference can be ascribed to the presence of thermally induced traps in N3I1 which are not present in N3I2. As the
appropriate theoretical expression for T in N3I1 is not available
a quantitative analysis is not possible. The points in Fig.6-2
suggest that the pressure effect has a minimum at approximately
the same temperature as the temperature effect. This would mean
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Fig.6-2. Percentage change per kbar of
T b in 3 ohmcm Y-irradlated
n-type Ge as a function of
temperature.

that the behaviour under pressure is different as compared to
N19I, in which the pressure effect changes sign. A minimum in the
pressure effect can be explained according to the two level model
when the two levels E± and E 2 are assumed to have an opposite
shift under pressure. Provided that M in (6-6) has a non-negligible value, two temperature regions with a pressure effect of the
same sign would in this case be separated by a region in which no
pressure effect occur. A different type of trap, introduced
after annealing, was observed by Streetman 13 ). It had a slope of
0.18 eV at low temperatures and could clearly be distinguished
from the irradiation induced trap. Such a trap, v/hen present,
causes the signal to loose its exponential form and often a
clearly visible tail is present. The signal in N3I1 remained exponential over the whole temperature interval and thus no evidence has been found for the presence of such a different type of
trap.
The pressure effect in N3I2 indicates that recombination in
this specimen proceeds via one type of centre. This is concluded
from the fact that in the one level scheme the pressure effect
does not depend on temperature (see Eq. (-£-53) / . The coefficient
of the energy level can be calculated by putting Tb ^
exp{-(E+bP)/kT} from which it follows that 91ntb/9P = -b/kT. This
gives b = 1.6xlO~6 eV/bar which is a somewhat smaller value than
the pressure coefficient of the recombination level in N19I which
was b1 = 2.5xiQ-6 eV/bar.
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6. 4

Discussion

The results presented in this thesis have shown that the
study of the influence of pressure on the lifetime of n.inority
carriers in a semiconductor gives information about the type of
recombination levels which are present in a given specimen. In
particular, in two of the samples studied here (N19I and N3I1)
the influence of pressure on T b depends on temperature, which indicates that more than one level is present. In N3I2 the pressure
effect does not depend on temperature which, in the light of the
Shockley-Read theory, can be interpreted as a property of a
single level system. The analysis of the data has resulted in
numerical values for the energy level positions and their pressure coefficients. In the higher resistivity material N19I the
pressure coefficients bj and b 2 for two recombination levels have
been determined. One of these, the coefficient b 2 for the
trapping level, has a very large value (9.2*10~c eV/bar) in comparison with the pressure coefficient of the fundamental gap
(5.4*io~l:> eV/bar) . It has already been mentioned in 6.3 that the
present results do not allow for a separate determination of the
pressure influence on the energy levels and the capture coefficients and that the calculated b's contain the change in both
parameters simultaneously.
Up to now the the ~>retical approach has been made in terms of
recombination kinetics. The next fundamental step would be to
provide expressions for the two main ingredients of the statistical theory: the capture coefficients and energy levels. A
review article about this subject has been written by BonchBruevich and Landsberg1 "*) in which the theoretical difficulties
encountered in the calculation of these parameters are treated.
Extensive tables are also given of experimentally determined
energy level positions introduced into the energy gap by built-in
foreign atoms. However, they do not include the coefficients of
y-induced centres and therefore Table 6-II has been prepared
which contains a review of literature data on yinduced centres
together with the zero pressure values as they were found in the
present work.
Table 6-II shows that the recombination parameters, as reported in literature, show a large variation giving the impression that their value is only roughly known. The fundamental difficulty in this respect is that the theoretical expressions for T
contain a large number of parameters, which can often not be
determined independently. Table 6-II also contains values found
in Ge doped with As. This material shows a completely different
behaviour, as compared to Ge(Sb), in annealing experiments, indicating that the nature of the defects depends strongly on the
impurities which are already present before irradiation. A possible explanation of this phenomenon has been given on the basis
of different ionic radii of Sb and As 1 1 ) in the Ge host crystal,
although there exists no theoretical method for calculating
the values of the capture coefficients to a good approximation, a
model of quantum mechanical tunneling through a potential barrier
has been worked out by Rogachev and Ryvkin ) in order to calculate the temperature dependence of the capture coefficient in
case of Coulomb repulsive centres. In this model a screened
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Table 6-II. Energy levels and capture coefficients in
E is expressed in eV, P in bar.

O\

Author

Resistivity
(ohmcm)

Dope

Celustka10)

20

Sb

Ryvkin,
Yaroshetskii9)

23

n-type

20

n-type

VEv

VEv

c

nr

,-irradi ated gerraaniun.

C

pr

c

nt
(crn3s"1 )

0 .21

5.1x10 -12

0 31

<T'2OO K)

15
3.7
2-5
10.2

Curtis,
Crawford7'8)
Streetman1a)

Sb
Sb

6.5*10-8
(300 K)
6.2x10 -8
(300 K)
0 21-0.28

0 39

2.6x10-11

1 .8'5O" 8

(158 K)
1.6x10 -11
(161 K)

(158 K)
1 .I'lO" 8
(15ci K)

0. 39

c p r /c n r M000
2xl0" n

0 40

As
Sb

9 .3'10" 9
(200K)

3.03*10~ 7

0 37

exp(-0 .07/kT)

(238 K)

3.04*10~ 1 2
(143 K)

As

1.6x10

(143 K)
12

Sroar,Curtis )

0,2

Sb

0 33-0.37

Sb

0. 49

Sb

(3E/3P)T=
2.6*10~6
0.26

cpr/cnr=740
exp(-0.07/kT)

This work

25

3

(3E/9P)T=
1.6xlO"6

OE/3P)T=
9.2xlO~6

exio" 9
(218 X)

Coulomb potential was used giving
c n -v. exp{-(T0/T) ! / 3 }

,

(6-9!

in which
(6-10/

8(e o e r ) 2 h 2 K

In the case of germanium the dielectric constant e r is equal to
16 and the effective mass of electrons m = 0.2m0 where m 0 is the
free electron mass. For the value of the characteristic constant
T o , which has the dimension of temperature, one obtains
To = 3.29xl0l|Z, in which Z is the charge of the centre in units
of electron charge. Having obtained an expression for the temperature dependence of the capture coefficient for electrons for
such a Coulomb repulsive centre, an estimate can be made of the
change under pressure. Such a change would be caused by a change
of m and c r : from (6-9) the relative change of c n can be written
as

J_ tlH - - A 1 /
c n ?p

"

vT J

3

fIIM.li

3Cr

l3

^p-J

m

3p

3 ^

l

f6

•

,n

(6-iD

Using rrr^dm/dP) = SxlO^bar""1 1 £ ) and t~l {^cr/dP) =
-ZxlO^bar" 1 1 7 ) (6-11) leads to c"1 (3cn/3P) = -1. 4*lCT5bar~1 .
This decrease of the capture coefficient could cause an increase
of lifetime of about 1.5% per kbar. In the case of holes the relative change in m is about 2xlO~6bar~1 from which CpT1 Ocp/3P)
= 10~ 5 bar~ 1 . It is by no means sure that expression (6-11) is
applicable to y~induced centres in Ge as the electrical charge of
these centres is not known. It can only serve to illustrate the
fact that a change in the capture coefficients results mainly
from the change in dielectric constant and effective mass and can
give only a small contribution to the change of lifetime.
The question then remains in what way pressure can affect
the energy level scheme in a semiconductor. When pressure is applied the energy bands shift relative to one another with different rates. For the case of germanium a description of the sign
sad magnitude of these shifts has been given in Section 1.2. As
for the energy levels, introduced into the forbidden gap by impurities, they also change their position under pressure with
respect to the extrema of the bands. Shallow donor levels, for
instance, follow the lowest conduction band minimum under pressure. These levels are of the so-called 'hydrogenic type1 , which
means that the excitation energies are correctly described by the
expression for the electronic energy levels of the hydrogen atom:

E

nn - 1
8

—
Uoer)2h2n2

'

((66 1122 )

"

in which, in order to calculate the excitation energy of the
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shallow donor level, tho dielectric constant e r of the host crystal and the effective mass of the electron must be Introduced. A
small relative displacement can be understood in terms of a change
in m and c r , which gives a shift for the hydrogenic impurity
level of the order of 10~ 7 eV/bar. When such a shallow level
should act as a recombination centre, which is not very probable,
the resulting change in the lifetime under pressure would be only
0.3% per kilobar.
For the case of deep levels the hydrogen model may not be
applied. Moreover, no reliable way to calculate their position
has been developed, as yet. The shift under pressure of these
levels is found to be larger than that of the hydrogen levels and
often amounts to a sizable fraction of that of the forbidden gap.
In this context the term 'rubberband1 effect has been used 18 ) as
an illustration of the idea that the levels would shift in proportion to their position in the forbidden gap. This is just the
way in which points on a stretched rubber band are displaced with
respect to each of the ends by an amount proportional to their
original separation from that end. A qualitative example of the
rubberband effect is the shift of the three sulphur levels in
silicon which was determined from Hall measurements by
Camphausen 18 ). In silicon the six (100) minima form the lowest
set; the energy gap is 1.16 eV and has a pressure coefficient
-1.5xio~6 eV/bar (in contrast with germanium the gap becomes
smaller with increasing pressure). The three sulphur levels
A (0.105 eV), B (0.19 eV) and C (0.37 eV) were found to have
pressure coefficients -0.22, -0.55 and -l.l*10~6 eV/bar respectively. From this it follows that they approach the valence band
at rates 1.28, 0.95 and O.4xio~s eV/bar: the deeper the level is,
the smaller is its shift towards the valence band edge.
However, large deviations from the rubberband effect have
also been found notably in III-V and II-VI compound semiconductors. The observed shifts sometimes bear no relation at all to
that of the nearest band edge. In fact their separation from the
nearest edge may increase as fast as the whole width of the forbidden gap. A review of the experimental work which demonstrates
these large effects has been given by Paul 1 9 ). This work concentrates mainly on Hall effect and resistivity measurements. Paul,
in his review, underlines the physical ideas which can lead to a
quantitative explanation starting from a theory for impurity
centres by Koster and Slater 23 ) developed in 1954. In this theory
it was shown that in the case of a simple cubic lattice in which
the periodic potential departs from periodicity over one unit
cell the impurity electron wave function V (r) can be written
u(k,r)

,

(6-13)

in which A is independent of k, E is the eigenvalue and u(k,r) is
the Bloch function of energy E(k). In the derivation of (6-13)
the assumption has been made that only one band is important. It
shows that when the level is deeper more high energy states give
a contribution to ?. A special situation can arise in an actual
semiconductor which has several hands which are not equivalent as
regards their symmetry. In that case the Bloch waves which give
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an important contribution to the highly localized wave function
may not all be associated with the lowest conduction band, but
the spread in k will be so large that contributions of other
valleys cannot be neglected. If the impurity is well down into
the forbidden band the sum may also include contributions from
the valence band.
In pressure experiments the effect of (6-13) would be that
if ^(r) is mainly made up of components of one particular minimum
one should expect the enevgy levels of the impurity to shift only
slowly with respect to that minimum. An example of this phenomenon are the pressure measurements on the Hall effect in GaAs by
Sladek 20 ). In GaAs the lowest minimum (Y1) lies at (000); the
width of the gap is 1.53 eV. The (100) minima lie 0.36 eV above
the I"i minimum at atmospheric oressure. For a level 0.2 eV below
the (000) minimum a pressure coefficient with respect to the conduction band of l*10~5 eV/bar was determined, which is almost
equal to the pressure coefficient of the fundamental gap
(l.lxlO"5 eV/bar). Later measurements by Hutson, Jayaraman and
Corieil21) showed an exponential increase in resistivity at
36 kbar which amounts to 2*106 times the atmospheric value. An
explanation was given by assuming that the impurity levels that
were de-ionized were associated with the (100) minima, which have
a small negative pressure coefficient with respect to the valence
band. The de-ionisation can take place even when the Fj minimum
is still lowest in energy.
In this respect the system of centres introduced by yirradiation into Ge seems to be very interesting as the level
behaviour under pressure of the recombination centre and the trap
is different. The recombination centre exhibits the rubberband
effect as it has a pressure coefficient 2.5*10~6 eV/bar which is
about half the pressure coefficient of the complete gap
(5.4><10~6 eV/bar) . The trapping level has a pressure coefficient
9xlO~6 eV/bar with respect to the valence band. Therefore, in the
light of the discussion given above, it seems probable that this
centre is to a large extent associated with the (000) minimum T'2
as this minimum has a pressure coefficient 13*10~6 eV/bar 2 2 ).
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SAMENVATTING

Het onderzoek, beschreven In dit proefschrift, behelst een
studie van de invloed van hydrostatische druk op de levensduur
van door licht in germanium geïnjecteerde ladingsdragers in het
temperatuurgebied van -7 C tot 60 C en voor drukwaarden tot
3000 bar. De gemeten grootheid hierbij is de tijdconstante van
het exponentiële verval van de fotogeleiding, die bepaald wordt
door recombinatieprocessen in het inwendige en aan het oppervlak
van het meetplaatje. Het doel van het onderzoek is in hoofdzaak
de bepaling van de invloed van druk op de volumerecombinatie
teneinde daaruit gegevens te verzamelen betreffende de eigenschappen van in het kristal ingebouwde onzuiverheden. Met levensduurmetingen kan informatie worden verkregen over door deze
onzuiverheden in de verboden zone veroorzaakte gelokaliseerde
energieniveaus en hun invangcoëfficiënten voor elektronen en
gaten. Tot nu toe is nog betrekkelijk weinig onderzoek gedaan
aan het gedrag onder hoge druk van niet-evenwichtsladingsdragers
in halfgeleiders. Hoofdstuk I bevat een overzicht van de voornaamste literatuur op dit gebied.
De bij de interpretatie van de levensduurmetingen gehanteerde theoretische uitdrukkingen zijn afkomstig uit de
Shockley-Read statistische recombinatietheorie. Deze theorie levert in zijn oorspronkelijke vorm uitdrukkingen voor de levensduur voor recombinatie via één type niveau in een stationaire
niet-evenwichtssituatie. In hoofdstuk II wordt, naast een korte
uiteenzetting van de grondprincipes van deze theorie, uitgebreid
aandacht besteed aan het meer gecompliceerde niet-stationaire
, geval. In verband met metingen aan y-bestraald Ge wordt daarna
;S
een uitdrukking afgeleid voor de tijdconstante bij recombinatie
via twee onafhankelijke energieniveaus. Deze wordt later gebruikt bij de interpretatie van de metingen aan het y-bestraalde
Ge in hoofdstuk VI.
Door allerlei factoren zoals de beschikbare intensiteit van
de gebruikte lichtflitsen, maar ook door eisen van theoretische
aard, heeft het meetsignaal slechts een geringe amplitude. Om
desalniettemin een meetnauwkeurigheid van k tot 1% te bereiken
werd gebruik gemaakt van boxcarintegratietechniek. Een analoge
methode werd ontwikkeld voor de uiteindelijke detectie. Deze bestaat uit het integreren van de informatie van drie punten op
het vervalsignaal, waarvan de scheiding in de tijd is geijkt:
hierbij wordt gebruik gemaakt van een mechanisch geschakeld
systeem van drie polystyreencondensatoren. Teneinde de werking
van dit systeem te beschrijven is een relatie afgeleid waaruit
tevens de invloed blijkt van de verschillen in absolute waarde
en lekweerstand van de condensatoren. Een beschrijving van bo101

venstaande meettechniek bevindt zich in hoofdstuk III. Daarin
worden eveneens details vermeld betreffende het optisch drukvat
en de temperatuurregeling.
Het probleem, dat zich het allereerste voordoet bi] Je interpretatie var de gemeten tijdconstante, is de scheiding var. de
bijdrage van het oppervlak en het inwendige van het sample.
Daarvoor moet worden onderzocht hoe de tijdafhankelijkheid is
van de oplossing van de continuïteitsvergelijking van de ladingsdrager"». De wijze waarop dit dient te geschieden wordt behandeld in hoofdstuk IV. Aan de hand van enige eenvoudige gevallen is een schatting gemaakt van de systematische fouten, die
kunnen optreden bij een bepaling van de volume levensduur.
De metingen, beschreven xn hoofdstuk V van dit proefschrift,
zijn gedaan in monokristallijne germanium meetplaatjes, zowel
met geëtste als geschuurde oppervlakken. Bij sommige daarvan is
de levensduur gereduceerd door bestraling met Y-stralen. In de
meetplaatjes met geëtst oppervlak werden geen reproduceerbare
resultaten verkregen: de levensduur vertoont hysterese en langzaam optredende veranderingen bij langdurig verbl jf van het
sample in het drukmedium. In tegenstelling hiermee zijn in geschuurde samples goed reproduceerbare waarden voor de levensduur
gevonden. In de eerste plaats worden resultaten vermeld voor nen p-type Ge met lange volumelevensduur, waaruit waarden zijn
gevonden voor de ambipolaire diffusiecoëfficiënt als functie van
temperatuur en druk. Een vergelijking met waarden, die berekend
zijn op grond van weerstandsmetingen aan hetzelfde materiaal,
levert afwijkingen van 10%. De waargenomen verschuiving onder
druk van de diffusiecoëfficiënt is eveneens vergeleken met berekende waarden. De gevonden overeenstemming toont aan, dat systematische fouten geen invloed hebben op de gevonden verschuivingen .
In het •y-bestraalde Ge zijn duidelijke, temperatuurafhankelijke, verschuivingen van de volumelevensduur onder druk waargenomen. Deze zijn geanalyseerd in hoofdstuk VI met behulp van
de in hoofdstuk II afgeleide uitdrukkingen voor de levensduur
met als resultaat numerieke waarden voor de drukcoefficiënten
van de recombinatieniveaus. De bepaalde drukcoefficiënt is in
één geval groter dan die van de bandafstand in Ge. De huidige
stand van de theorie voor diepliggende niveaus is dusdanig dat
geen methode bestaat waarmee hun positie met enige nauwkeurigheid te berekenen is. Daarom wordt, ter verklaring van een dergelijke grote drukcoefficiënt, volstaan met een kwalitatieve
verklaring in termen van een koppeling van het betreffende niveaa aan een subsidiair minimum van de geleidingsband.
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